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Figure 8. The spatial distribution of galaxies and dark matter in the Bow06(r)model at z = 1. Dark matter is shown in grey, with the densest regions shown
with the brightest shading. Galaxies selected by their H! emission with log(FH![erg s!1 cm!2]) > !16.00 and and EWobs > 100Å are shown in red
in the left-hand panels. Galaxies brighter than HAB = 22 are shown in green in the right-hand panels. Each row shows the same region from the Millennium
simulation. The first row shows a slice of 200h!1Mpc on a side and 10h!1Mpc deep. The second row shows a zoom into a region of 50h!1Mpc on a side
and 10h!1Mpc deep, which corresponds to the white square drawn in the first row images. Note that all of the galaxies which pass the selection criteria are
shown in these plots.

tion. First, a form must be adopted for the distribution of sources
in redshift. Second, some papers quote results in terms of proper
separation whereas others report in comoving units. Lastly, an evo-
lutionary form is sometimes assumed for the correlation function
(Groth & Peebles 1977). In this case, the results obtained for the
correlation length depend upon the choice of evolutionary model.

Estimates of the correlation length of H! emitters are avail-
able at a small number of redshifts from narrow band sur-
veys, as shown in Fig. 9 (Morioka et al. 2008; Shioya et al. 2008;
Nakajima et al. 2008; Geach et al. 2008). These surveys are small
and sampling variance is not always included in the error bar quoted
on the correlation length (see Orsi et al. 2008 for an illustration of
how sampling variance can affect measurements of the correlation
function made from small fields). The models are in reasonable
agreement with the estimate by Geach et al. (2008) at z = 2.2, but
overpredict the low redshift measurements. The z = 0.24 measure-
ments are particularly challenging to reproduce. The correlation

length of the dark matter in the !CDM model is around 5h!1Mpc
at this redshift, so the z = 0.24 result implies an effective bias of
b < 0.5. Gao & White (2007) show that dark matter haloes at the
resolution limit of the Millennium Simulation,M ! 1010h!1M",
do not reach this level of bias, unless the 20% of the youngest
haloes of this mass are selected. In the Bow06(r) model, the H!
emitters populate a range of halo masses, with a spread in forma-
tion times, and so the effective bias is closer to unity. Another possi-
ble explanation for the discrepancy is that the observational sample
could be contaminated by objects which are not H! emitters and
which dilute the clustering signal.

The bottom panel of Fig. 9 shows the correlation length evo-
lution for different H-band selections, compared to observational
estimates from Firth et al. (2002). Note that the samples analysed
by Firth et al. are significantly brighter than the typical samples
considered in this paper (HAB = 20 versus HAB = 22). Firth
et al. use photometric redshifts to isolate galaxies in redshift bins
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9.1 Fundamental questions
For nearly a century, evidence has been mounting which strongly suggests that the majority of pressureless
matter in the Universe is not baryonic in nature. Cosmological surveys determine that this “dark” matter (DM)
component makes up about one quarter of the Universe’s total energy budget today. Whilst the gravitational
impact of DM is well measured, its “microscopic” nature remains a mystery, despite extensive searches. This
Section focuses on theoretical goals for the next decade, amongst researchers working on astroparticle probes
of DM.

Of course the main question is clear: “What is DM?” and once we find out, we would also want to know its
phenomenology, key-parameters values, and the associated structure formation history (see Sec 2). The next
decade also requires continued development of theoretical tools (including numerical and statistical) to keep up
with the precision of data, see Sec. 11 for more details. Before we classify the discussion below by the observable
impact of DM, we lead with some broad questions of interest for theorists to ponder:

1. DM theory parameter space is vast, see Fig. 10. How do we break it up?

2. Is there astrophysical evidence to go beyond the cold and collisionless hypothesis?

3. If DM is multi-component, how would we know?

4. How is DM produced in the Early Universe, and how does this connect to late Universe observables?
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10 M�
<latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit>

µeV
<latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit>

MeV
<latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit>

GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit> 10�16

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit>

102 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit>

PBHSterile WIMPs & WIMPzillasQCD axion/ALPsFuzzy DM ⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit>

Direct detection Direct detection

Superradiance

NS heating

CMB SD CMB SD CMB SD

GW EMRI dephasing PBH mergers & SGWB

Microlensing Microlensing

Radio, X &    rays�
<latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit>

X &    rays�
<latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit>

X rays , cosmic rays & ⌫<latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QzPQlzp7LG42rVgcii2BXB1/0uo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoaeyvlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AV7jjdc=</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LTGM2VFoxCLeC7zT8IXFho1T/rc=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMx81hmZoUQ8g9ePCji1f/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1xypmxQfDtFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHTqEwT2iCKK92O0VDOJG1YZjltp5qiiDltxaPbmd96otowJR/sOKWRwIFkCSNondTsDlAI7JUrQTWYw18lYU4qkKPeK391+4pkgkpLOBrTCYPURhPUlhFOp6VuZmiKZIQD2nFUoqAmmsyvnfpnTun7idKupPXn6u+JCQpjxiJ2nQLt0Cx7M/E/r5PZ5DqaMJlmlkqyWJRk3LfKn73u95mmxPKxI0g0c7f6ZIgaiXUBlVwI4fLLq6R5UQ2Danh/Wand5HEU4QRO4RxCuIIa3EEdGkDgEZ7hFd485b14797HorXg5TPH8Afe5w+G648V</latexit>
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Figure 10: Summary of possible constraints on DM. We show the available DM mass range with some DM
candidates highlighted, and astroparticle observables of different nature that can constrain them. Acronyms:
Extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRI), stochastic GW background (SGWB), CMB spectral distorsions (SD).
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9 Dark Matter

Coordinators: Christian Byrnes, Francesca Calore and David J. E. Marsh
Contributors: Torsten Bringmann, Riccardo Catena, David Cerdeno, Marco Chianese, Katy Clough, Anas-
tasia Fialkov, Nicolao Fornengo, Deanna C. Hooper, Fabio Iocco, Bradley J. Kavanagh, Alvise Raccanelli,
Nashwan Sabti, Laura Sagunski, Pasquale D. Serpico, Sebastian Trojanowski, Edoardo Vitagliano, Arne Wick-
enbrock.

9.1 Fundamental questions
For nearly a century, evidence has been mounting which strongly suggests that the majority of pressureless
matter in the Universe is not baryonic in nature. Cosmological surveys determine that this “dark” matter (DM)
component makes up about one quarter of the Universe’s total energy budget today. Whilst the gravitational
impact of DM is well measured, its “microscopic” nature remains a mystery, despite extensive searches. This
Section focuses on theoretical goals for the next decade, amongst researchers working on astroparticle probes
of DM.

Of course the main question is clear: “What is DM?” and once we find out, we would also want to know its
phenomenology, key-parameters values, and the associated structure formation history (see Sec 2). The next
decade also requires continued development of theoretical tools (including numerical and statistical) to keep up
with the precision of data, see Sec. 11 for more details. Before we classify the discussion below by the observable
impact of DM, we lead with some broad questions of interest for theorists to ponder:

1. DM theory parameter space is vast, see Fig. 10. How do we break it up?

2. Is there astrophysical evidence to go beyond the cold and collisionless hypothesis?

3. If DM is multi-component, how would we know?

4. How is DM produced in the Early Universe, and how does this connect to late Universe observables?
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<latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="h++SLfc0gkta72/kmt26ycECZnA=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBg5REBD0WvXgRKtgPaELYbDbt0k027E6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDATXIPjfFsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu5ezd4/6GiZK8raVAqpeiHRTPCUtYGDYL1MMZKEgnXD0c3U7z4ypblMH2CcMT8hg5THnBIwUmDXXAd7Z/guKDwZSZgEdt1pODPgZeKWpI5KtAL7y4skzROWAhVE677rZOAXRAGngk2qXq5ZRuiIDFjf0JQkTPvF7PAJPjFKhGOpTKWAZ+rviYIkWo+T0HQmBIZ60ZuK/3n9HOIrv+BplgNL6XxRnAsMEk9TwBFXjIIYG0Ko4uZWTIdEEQomq6oJwV18eZl0zhuu03DvL+rN6zKOCjpCx+gUuegSNdEtaqE2oihHz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW1escuYQ/YH1+QMrIZIg</latexit>

µeV
<latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit>

MeV
<latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit>

GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit> 10�16

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit>

102 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit>
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Figure 10: Summary of possible constraints on DM. We show the available DM mass range with some DM
candidates highlighted, and astroparticle observables of different nature that can constrain them. Acronyms:
Extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRI), stochastic GW background (SGWB), CMB spectral distorsions (SD).
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9.1 Fundamental questions
For nearly a century, evidence has been mounting which strongly suggests that the majority of pressureless
matter in the Universe is not baryonic in nature. Cosmological surveys determine that this “dark” matter (DM)
component makes up about one quarter of the Universe’s total energy budget today. Whilst the gravitational
impact of DM is well measured, its “microscopic” nature remains a mystery, despite extensive searches. This
Section focuses on theoretical goals for the next decade, amongst researchers working on astroparticle probes
of DM.

Of course the main question is clear: “What is DM?” and once we find out, we would also want to know its
phenomenology, key-parameters values, and the associated structure formation history (see Sec 2). The next
decade also requires continued development of theoretical tools (including numerical and statistical) to keep up
with the precision of data, see Sec. 11 for more details. Before we classify the discussion below by the observable
impact of DM, we lead with some broad questions of interest for theorists to ponder:

1. DM theory parameter space is vast, see Fig. 10. How do we break it up?

2. Is there astrophysical evidence to go beyond the cold and collisionless hypothesis?

3. If DM is multi-component, how would we know?

4. How is DM produced in the Early Universe, and how does this connect to late Universe observables?
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<latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v6NcNShkPWdlHIzTRGwqwRtX8eA=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOzS5iddJIhM7PLzKwQQv7CiwdFvPo33vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrTgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTDBssEYlux9Sg4AoblluB7VQjlbHAVjy6nfmtJ9SGJ+rBjlOMJB0o3ueMWic9hjIjoZYEm91yxa/6c5BVEuSkAjnq3fJX2EtYJlFZJqgxncBPbTSh2nImcFoKM4MpZSM6wI6jiko00WR+8ZScOaVH+ol2pSyZq78nJlQaM5ax65TUDs2yNxP/8zqZ7V9HE67SzKJii0X9TBCbkNn7pMc1MivGjlCmubuVsCHVlFkXUsmFECy/vEqaF9XArwb3l5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowR3UoQEMFDzDK7x5xnvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx/I5pBS</latexit>

MeV
<latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lu9cz3IDqAxO8TxdQ9mtZ5y/nGc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegFy9CBPOAZAmzk95kyMzsMjMrhJCP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuilLBjfX9b6+wtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmibJNMMGS0Si2xE1KLjChuVWYDvVSGUksBWNbmd+6wm14Yl6tOMUQ0kHisecUeukVldLco/NXrniV/05yCoJclKBHPVe+avbT1gmUVkmqDGdwE9tOKHaciZwWupmBlPKRnSAHUcVlWjCyfzcKTlzSp/EiXalLJmrvycmVBozlpHrlNQOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmUbHFojgTxCZk9jvpc43MirEjlGnubiVsSDVl1iVUciEEyy+vkuZFNfCrwcNlpXaTx1GEEziFcwjgCmpwB3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifP7OMjyM=</latexit>

GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bSPuZpHPa3hWiT9b0t8bmr5K6z0=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegBz1GMA9IljA76U2GzMwuM7NCCPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//9gpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoaZJMM2ywRCS6HVGDgitsWG4FtlONVEYCW9Hodua3nlAbnqhHO04xlHSgeMwZtU5qdbUkd9jslSt+1Z+DrJIgJxXIUe+Vv7r9hGUSlWWCGtMJ/NSGE6otZwKnpW5mMKVsRAfYcVRRiSaczM+dkjOn9EmcaFfKkrn6e2JCpTFjGblOSe3QLHsz8T+vk9n4OpxwlWYWFVssijNBbEJmv5M+18isGDtCmebuVsKGVFNmXUIlF0Kw/PIqaV5UA78aPFxWajd5HEU4gVM4hwCuoAb3UIcGMBjBM7zCm5d6L96797FoLXj5zDH8gff5A6pojx0=</latexit> 10�16

M�
<latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SKDUUFy5WZOXF1SuWEddORf960s=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEF1oyIuqy6MaNUME+oIlhMpm2QyeZMDMRSgj4K25cKOLW73Dn3zhts9DWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VVpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrfs7Z2WEqkktEkEF7ITYEU5i2lTM81pJ5EURwGn7WB4Pfbbj1QqJuJ7PUqoF+F+zHqMYG0k395DzkN2gs5z6B7DWz9zRSh07ttVp+ZMAOcJKkgVFGj49pcbCpJGNNaEY6W6yEm0l2GpGeE0r7ipogkmQ9ynXUNjHFHlZZPzc3holBD2hDQVazhRf09kOFJqFAWmM8J6oGa9sfif101179LLWJykmsZkuqiXcqgFHGcBQyYp0XxkCCaSmVshGWCJiTaJVUwIaPbledI6rSGnhu7OqvWrIo4y2AcH4AggcAHq4AY0QBMQkIFn8ArerCfrxXq3PqatJauY2QV/YH3+ABDmlEY=</latexit>

102 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19568pZ2ckR9s0i4c/BpgXb+tpM=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCBylJEfRY9OKxQr+giWWz3bRLd5Owu1FK7E/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sHdvmwreJUEtoiMY9lN8CKchbRlmaa024iKRYBp51gfDPzOw9UKhZHTT1JqC/wMGIhI1gbqW+XXec+q02Rd448KVCTtvt2xak6c6BV4uakAjkaffvLG8QkFTTShGOleq6TaD/DUjPC6bTkpYommIzxkPYMjbCgys/mp0/RqVEGKIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqSWvZn4n9dLdXjlZyxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1yQAMmKdF8YggmkplbERlhiYk2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6TtW9u6jUr/M4inAMJ3AGLlxCHW6hAS0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMEfWJ8/3DeScA==</latexit>

PBHSterile WIMPs & WIMPzillasQCD axion/ALPsFuzzy DM ⌫
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X-ray linesRadio lines

Structure formation Structure formation

GW NS mergers

Figure 10: Summary of possible constraints on DM. We show the available DM mass range with some DM
candidates highlighted, and astroparticle observables of different nature that can constrain them. Acronyms:
Extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRI), stochastic GW background (SGWB), CMB spectral distorsions (SD).
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EuCAPT white paper,  

arXiv: 2110.10074

Wave vs 
particle

Macro  
objectsParticle ‘zoo’

Astrophysical probes of the nature 
of DM  
Warning! 

Given the complexity of astrophysical 
phenomena and experimental challenges it 
happens to stumble upon curious signal hints.

Search under ‘theory’ lamppost

[RESONAANCES blog, cca 2015]



Searches in astrophysical/cosmological data (DM’s ‘natural habitat’) 

What are the signatures?

1. Injection of SM particles/Cosmic rays

7

axionssterile neutrinos

γ,  
ν,  
e±,  
p±  
D-

Searches in astrophysical/cosmological data (DM’s ‘natural habitat’)

1. Look for DMDM induced SM particle injection 

A matter of perspective: plausible mass ranges
DM Candidates

‘only’ 90 orders of magnitude!DM abundance determined by the same processes  
—> ’thermal’ DM

6

γ,  
ν,  
e±,  
p±  
D-

- In DM DM interactions

- In DM conversions/decays

- PBH evaporation… 

thermal DM



Searches in astrophysical/cosmological data (DM’s ‘natural habitat’) 

What are the signatures?

2. Altering of behaviour of astrophysical systems

8

- capture by stars (altering  stellar evolution) or planets (altering internal heat production)

- cooling of stars via  DM channel 

- affecting GW emission …

29

GW from environmental effects
GW signals generated by local DM (or baryon) environments modifying the GW signal from a merger


of two compact objects in a distinctive way 

Cold DM “dress” around (P)BHs => de-phasing of GW-form
Gondolo&Silk PRD’99; Zhao&Silk PRD’05; Kavanagh+ PRD’18; Coogan+ arXiv:2108.04154

Light boson fields around BHs => Super-radiance
Brito+ Lect. Notes Phys.'15

Dark matter indirect detection

DM

DM

SM

SM

DM

SM

5

Energy/particle injection Gravitational interaction

DM

SM

Capture/scattering/accretion 
in/onto astrophysical objects

What dark matter does

Asymmetric DM 

Axions…

Ultra-ligt bosons



Searches in astrophysical/cosmological data (DM’s ‘natural habitat’) 

What are the signatures?

3. Purely gravitational interactions with visible matter

9

- gravitational lensing

PROs: worked so far… 
CONs: does not give a handle on 
other/new  forces 

- stellar tidal stream disruptions

- stellar wakes…

Micro lensing (asteroid to solar masses )

Galaxy-galaxy lensing

9

Gravitational lensing 
• Sensitive to DM substructures from asteroid to 

solar masses 
• Used to constrain PBHs, axion miniclusters, ultra-

compact mini-halos, or even boson stars
Green & Kavanagh J. Phys. G'19



Searches in astrophysical/cosmological data (DM’s ‘natural habitat’) 

What are the signatures?

10

- gravitational lensing

- stellar tidal stream disruptions

- stellar wakes…

Micro lensing (asteroid to solar masses )

Galaxy-galaxy lensing

3. Purely gravitational interactions with visible matter
PROs: worked so far… 
CONs: does not give a handle on 
other/new  forces 



In terms of detection strategies:

EuCAPT white paper,  

arXiv: 2110.10074

‘direct’ cosmic messengers



In terms of detection strategies:

EuCAPT white paper,  

arXiv: 2110.10074

‘direct’ cosmic messengers
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IDM 2012                                            DM Searches with ACTs                                                 James Buckley 

Large Optical Reflector 
Images Cherenkov light 
onto PMT camera

Imaging ACTs 

γ!ray interacts in atmosphere
Producing electromagnetic
shower and Cherenkov Light

Source emits γ!ray

γ

e±, p±, D-
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simulations of structure formation [5, 6, 7], it is inferred that
the particles constituting the cosmological DM had to be mov-
ing non-relativistically at decoupling from thermal equilibrium
in the early universe (‘freeze-out’), in order to reproduce the ob-
served large-scale structure in the Universe and hence the term
“cold DM” (CDM). This observational evidence has led to the
establishment of a concordance cosmological model, dubbed
!CDM [8, 9, 10], although this paradigm is troubled by some
experimental controversies [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
One of the most popular scenarios for CDM is that of weakly

interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which includes a large
class of non-baryonic candidates with mass typically between
a few tens of GeV and few TeV and an annihilation cross-
section set by weak interactions [see, e.g., Refs. 17, 18]. Nat-
ural WIMP candidates are found in proposed extensions of the
SM, e.g. in Super-Symmetry (SUSY) [19, 20], but also Lit-
tle Higgs [21], Universal Extra Dimensions [22], and Tech-
nicolor models [23, 24], among others. Their present veloci-
ties are set by the gravitational potential in the Galactic halo at
about a thousandth of the speed of light. WIMPs which were
in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe would have a relic
abundance varying inversely as their velocity-weighted annihi-
lation cross-section (for pure s!wave annihilation): "CDMh2 =
3 " 10!27cm3s!1/ (!annv) [19]. Hence for a weak-scale cross-
section (!annv) = 3 " 10!26cm3s!1, they naturally have the
required relic density "CDMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.004, where h =
0.704 ± 0.014 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s!1
Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
Universe without much fine tuning is sometimes termed the
“WIMP miracle”.
In some SUSY theories, a symmetry called ‘R-parity’

prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .

In the context of gamma-ray astronomy, the di#erential flux
of gamma-rays from within a solid angle $" around a given
astronomical target where DM is expected, can be written as:
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where (!annv) is the annihilation cross-section (times the rela-

tive velocity of the two WIMPs),
'
i BRi dNi

"/dE" = dN"/dE"
is the photon flux per annihilation summed over all the possible
annihilation channels i with branching ratios BRi, and m$ is the
mass of the DM particle. The ‘astrophysical factor’ &J is the in-
tegral over the line of sight (los) of the squared DM density and
over the integration solid angle $":

&J =
(

$"

d"
(

los
ds %2(s,"). (1.2)

The remaining term BF in Eq. (1.1) is the so-called ‘boost fac-
tor’ which is a measure of our ignorance of intrinsic flux con-
tributions that are not accounted for directly in the formula.
There are various knownmechanisms for boosting the intrin-

sic flux, among which we mention the inclusion of subhalos,
and the existence of a ‘Sommerfeld enhancement’ of the cross-
section at low velocity regimes in models where the DM parti-
cles interact via a new long-range force. All numerical N!body
simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
halos populating the host halo [see, e.g., Refs. 5, 26]. Such
density enhancements, if not spatially resolved, can contribute
substantially to the expected gamma-ray flux from a given ob-
ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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WIMP example

What is the expected DM signal? - 𝛄’s and 𝛎’s travel in straight lines!

Flux (𝛄, 𝛎) = X
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the Galactic center, in terms of DM annihilation. The dis-
covery of an EGRET source in the direction of Sgr A*
was in fact a potentially perfect signature of the existence
of particle DM, as thoroughly discussed in (Stecker 1988;
Bouquet et al. 1989; Berezinsky et al. 1994; Bergstrom
et al. 1998; Bertone et al. 2001; Cesarini et al. 2004;
Fornengo et al. 2004). However, it was subsequently real-
ized that the EGRET source could have been slightly offset
with respect to the position of Sgr A*, a circumstance clearly
at odds with a DM interpretation (Hooper and Dingus 2004).

Recently the gamma-ray telescope HESS has detected
a high energy source, spatially coincident within 1! with
Sgr A* (Aharonian et al. 2004) and with a spectrum extend-
ing above 20 TeV. Although the spatial coincidence is much
more satisfactory than in the case of the EGRET source, the
“exotic” origin of the signal is hard to defend, since the im-
plied mass scale of the DM particle (well above 20 TeV,
to be consistent with the observed spectrum) appears to be
difficult to reconcile with the properties of commonly stud-
ied candidates, and the fact that the spectrum is a power-law,
then, points towards a standard astrophysical source (see e.g.
the discussion Profumo 2005). The galactic center, however,
remains an interesting target for GLAST, since it will ex-
plore a range of energies below the relatively high thresh-
old of HESS, where a DM signal could be hiding (Zahari-
jas and Hooper 2006). The recent claim that the profile of
large galaxies could be much more shallow than previously
thought (Mashchenko et al. 2006), should not discourage
further studies, especially in view of the possible enhance-
ment of the DM density due to interactions with the stellar
cusp observed at the Galactic center (Merritt et al. 2007).

The detection of a signal from the Galactic center would
be extremely interesting, but can it prove the existence of
DM? Realistically, one may hope to observe, at most, a
“bump” above the background. Without peculiar spectral
features it would be hard to claim discovery of DM, unless
a fit of the spectrum points towards a mass compatible with
the eventual findings of new physics searches at accelera-
tors. Figure 1 illustrates the difficulties associated with the
unambiguous identification of a DM signal. Any excess, at
any energy, could in principle be explained in terms of DM
particles with appropriate properties: the normalization of
the flux can be adjusted by changing the distribution of DM
particles, the energy scale can be varied over several orders
of magnitude, taking advantage of our ignorance on the DM
mass scale; even the slope can be modified, since different
annihilation channels lead to different spectra.

This doesn’t mean that the tentative identifications pre-
sented above are ruled-out: the signature of DM could have
been already found in one or several sets of data, and all
the above claims should be taken seriously and further in-
vestigated without prejudice, especially in view of the fact
that we don’t know what DM is! However, it is important to

Fig. 1 The problem with indirect searches: the lack of constraints on
the mass scale, the profile and the leading annihilation channel, leads
to uncertainties on the energy scale and on the spectrum normalization
and shape respectively

look for clear smoking-gun of DM annihilation, and study
theoretical scenarios with unambiguous signatures that can
be tested with present and future experiments. To this aim,
we summarize in the next section some recently proposed
ideas that go precisely in this direction, and that may shed
new light on the nature of particle DM.

4 New strategies

Before starting the discussion of new strategies for the un-
ambiguous detection of DM, we recall the first, and more
clear signature that one may hope to detect: distinctive spec-
tral features, and in particular annihilation lines. This has
been discussed thoroughly in literature, and although it ap-
pears unlikely that commonly discussed candidates such as
the supersymmetric neutralino, possess prominent enough
feature to be detected with current or upcoming experi-
ments, it is probably good to keep this possibility in mind,
and to search future gamma-data for signatures of this kind.

4.1 Gamma-ray background

Although most searches have focused on the identification
of point-sources associated with regions where DM accumu-
lates, it is interesting to ask what the gamma-ray background
produced by the annihilations of DM in all structures, at any
redshift, would be. The first calculation of this type was per-
formed in (Bergstrom et al. 2001), and then further studied
in (Taylor and Silk 2003; Ullio et al. 2002). The annihilation
background can be expressed as
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Flux (CRs) = X

What is the expected DM signal? - charged particles
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Indirect Detection: basics

Only  spectral flux 

Look for anti-particles!



1) Focus on DM search via gamma-rays (WIMPs, ALPs, PBHs…)

• Where to look/DM distribution 

• What (gamma-ray) tools do we have 

• What strategies to adopt (WIMPs vs ALPs) 

• Future

2) Some words on DM search via cosmic rays (anti-protons) and neutrinos

Gamma rays  travel in straight  line -  
so carry  directional  information  
(morphology) 
+ Higher statistics than neutrinos

Talk Outline
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Ten years of Fermi LAT observations and the new 4FGL and 4LAC catalogs Stefano Ciprini

Figure 3: Pictorial all-sky map in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff projection showing the sky loci
of 4FGL catalog sources and their class. All AGN classes are plotted with the same blue symbol, other
associations to a well-defined class are plotted in red, while unassociated sources and sources associated to
counterparts of unknown nature are plotted in dark grey [22].

for the 3FGL is about 20% larger acceptance at all energies and improved angular resolution
above 3 GeV.

• A new model of underlying diffuse Galactic emission was developed. The model is based
on linear combinations of templates for components of the Galactic diffuse emission. For
the 4FGL catalog all the templates are updated with refined partitioning the HI and H2 (2.6-
mm CO line) into separate ranges of Galactocentric distance (‘rings’), and a new template
is added for all-sky high-resolution, 21-cm spectral line HI4PI survey as tracer of HI. The
interstellar emission dominates in the Galactic Ridge and the dark gas is responsible for
a large part of the small-scale structures of the interstellar matter and gamma-ray diffuse
emission. Recent published data are used in the new model, and improvements are reached
against spurious structures around massive star-forming regions.

• Weighted logarithmic maximum likelihood analysis is adopted to mitigate the effect of sys-
tematic errors due to the imperfect knowledge of the Galactic diffuse emission.

• 75 4FGL sources are explicitly modeled as extended emission regions, up from 25 in 3FGL.

• To study the associations of LAT sources with counterparts at other wavelengths, several
catalogs of counterparts at lower frequencies are updated and correspondingly the association
procedure is recalibrated.
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2.3. Localization

The position of each source was determined by maximizing
the likelihood starting from the seed position, using gt!ndsrc.
We used gt!ndsrc rather than pointlike (used in 3FGL) in order
to bene!t from the full power of PSF event types introduced
in Pass 8. The gt!ndsrc tool works in unbinned mode,
automatically selecting the appropriate PSF for each event as a
function of its event type and off-axis angle (the PSF broadens
at large off-axis angles). The gt!ndsrc run was integrated into
the main iterative procedure (Section 2.4), starting with the
brightest sources. This ensures that the surrounding sources
were correctly represented. The main drawback is that gt!ndsrc
provides only a symmetric (circular) error radius, assuming a
Gaussian distribution, not the full TS map and an ellipse as
pointlike does. There is no reason to believe that this is a
serious limitation. For example, in 3FGL the average ratio
between the two axes of the error ellipses was 1.20, so most
ellipses were close to circular. At higher energies (1FHL) this
ratio was even smaller, 1.12.

The systematic uncertainties associated with localization
were not calibrated on 3FHL itself, but on the larger (and more
precise) preliminary source list derived from an analysis over
all energies greater than 100MeV. The absolute precision at the
95% con!dence level was found to be 0°.0075 (it was 0°.005 in
3FGL, but the statistical precision on localization was not
good enough to constrain the absolute precision well). The
systematic factor was found to be 1.05, as in 3FGL. We
checked that the 3FHL localizations were consistent with the
same values. Consequently, we multiplied all error estimates by
1.05 and added 0°.0075 in quadrature.

2.4. Signi!cance and Spectral Characterization

The framework for this stage of the analysis was inherited
from the 3FGL catalog analysis pipeline (Acero et al. 2015). It
splits the sky into regions of interest (RoIs), each with typically

half a dozen sources whose parameters are simultaneously
optimized. The global best !t is reached iteratively, by
including sources in the outer parts of the RoI from the
neighboring RoIs at the previous step. Above 10 GeV the PSF
is narrow, so the cross-talk is small and the iteration converges
rapidly. The diffuse emission model had exactly one free
normalization parameter per RoI (see the Appendix for details).
We used unbinned likelihood with PSF event types over the
full energy range, neglecting energy dispersion. Extended
sources (Section 2.5) were treated just as point sources, except
for their spatial templates. Whenever possible, we applied the
new RadialDisk and RadialGaussian analytic spatial templates
for the likelihood calculation. They are not pixelized and hence
are more precise than the map-based templates used in 3FGL.
Sources were modeled by default with a power-law (PL)

spectrum (two free parameters, a normalization and a spectral
photon index). At the end of the iteration, we kept only sources
with TS> 25 with the PL model, corresponding to a
signi!cance of just over 4! evaluated from the "2 distribution
with 4 degrees of freedom (position and spectral parameters,
Mattox et al. 1996). We also enforced a minimum number of
model-predicted events Npred! 4 (only two sources were
rejected because of this limit, and only two have Npred< 5).
We ended up with 1556 sources with TS> 25, including 48
extended sources.
The alternative curved LogParabola (LP) spectral shape
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was systematically tested, and adopted when
Signif_Curve= 2 ln LP PL 3L L �( ( ) ( )) , corresp-
onding to 3-! evidence in favor of the curved model (the
threshold was 4! in 3FGL). Among 1556 sources, only 6 were
found to be signi!cantly curved at the 4! level. Lowering the
threshold to 3! added 26 curved sources, whereas an average

Figure 1. Adaptively smoothed Fermi-LAT counts map in the 10 GeV–2 TeV band represented in Galactic coordinates and Hammer–Aitoff projection. The image has
been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel whose size was varied to achieve a minimum signal-to-noise ratio under the kernel of 2.3. The color scale is logarithmic and the
units are counts per (0.1 deg)2 pixel.
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3.5. The Galactic Population

The majority of Galactic sources detected in 3FHL are
sources at the !nal stage of stellar evolution such as pulsars,
PWNe, and SNRs, many of which are detected as extended,
and high-mass binaries.

In this catalog 125 sources are associated with Galactic
objects and 83 are unassociated within the plane of our Galaxy
( b 10� n! ! ). The same low Galactic latitude region has 133
extragalactic objects. Considering the density of extragalactic
sources outside of the plane and the decreased sensitivity for
source detection in the plane, we estimate that !25–40 of the
83 unassociated objects may be Galactic. Indeed, the distribu-
tion in Galactic latitude of unassociated sources (see Figure 11)
shows a peaked pro!le for b 2� n! ! on top of a "at isotropic
background.

The spectral index distribution of Galactic sources is broad,
with a median index !! 3 as shown by Figure 12. This arises
from the superposition of the distributions of the indices of the
different source classes. The majority of sources are pulsars,
and at >10 GeV, the LAT samples their super-exponential
cutoffs, yielding a median spectral index of !! 4. Sources
classi!ed as pulsars in 3FGL retain this classi!cation in 3FHL
for consistency. A source is reclassi!ed as PWN only if it is
associated with a known, small-size PWN and has a rising SED
indicative of a dominant PWN component. Only 3FHL J0205.5
+6449, 3FHL J0534.5+2201, and 3FHL J1124.4-5916 have
been reclassi!ed accordingly. SNRs and PWNe account for 56
objects. Their similar index distributions translate into much
harder spectra than the rest, having a median of !! 2. The
unassociated sources within the plane of the Galaxy display the
full range of spectral indices 1!<!!!<!5. However, those

Figure 2. Distributions of angular separations in ! units between 3FHL sources and their counterparts (r95 = 2.448!). (Left panel): sources associated with the
Bayesian method (red solid line) and sources solely associated with that method (black dotted line). (Right panel): Same, but for the LR method. The curves
correspond to the expected distributions for real associations.

Figure 3. Sky map, in Galactic coordinates and Hammer–Aitoff projection, showing the objects in the 3FHL catalog classi!ed by their most likely source classes.
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Figure 1. The TeV sky in mid-2019. A compilation of known VHE gamma-ray sources (from
TeVCat), compared to the high energy Fermi-LAT catalogue (3FHL) sources. Adapted from [1].

harder (for example with respect to the ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, where the GZK horizon
leads to a dramatic reduction in the number of candidate sources).

Particularly in the case of transient events, the very large area of VHE gamma-ray instruments
(in particular the Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes – IACTs) makes them an ideal
counterpart to neutrino telescopes, with typically thousands of detected gamma-rays expected
for each neutrino. Interactions of accelerated nuclei both with matter and radiation fields lead
to simultaneous neutrino and gamma-ray production. In general neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes
from the two process are comparable and in the absence of absorption e↵ects it is straightforward
to predict the expected neutrino spectrum from the observed gamma-ray spectrum (see e.g. [2]).
In the case of photo-hadronic interactions however the necessary presence of strong radiation
fields makes gamma-gamma interactions and cascading very likely. This situation breaks the
simple relationship between gamma-ray and neutrino fluxes, but the combination remains very
powerful as a diagnostic of the underlying physics and physical conditions in the emission region.

For the proton accelerators in our own galaxy the p-p channel is the most promising,
and extensive surveys exist of the Galactic Plane in both, neutrinos and VHE gamma-rays.
Unfortunately there are so far no firmly identified Galactic neutrino sources, but it is intriguing
to note that one of the most promising regions from the recent IceCube search [3], is coincident
with a source (MGROJ1908+06) now established by the HAWC collaboration to emit TeV
photons to energies beyond 100 TeV [4].

Beyond our galaxy, the large dataset from IceCube now places tight constraints on cosmic-ray
acceleration and neutrino production in both gamma-ray bursts (GRBs, [5]) and the population
of gamma-ray emitting active galaxies know as blazars [6]. Whilst there is so far no evidence for
neutrino emission from active galaxies as a population, there is one very important candidate
object which is discussed in detail below.
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Figure 3: Pictorial all-sky map in Galactic coordinates and Hammer-Aitoff projection showing the sky loci
of 4FGL catalog sources and their class. All AGN classes are plotted with the same blue symbol, other
associations to a well-defined class are plotted in red, while unassociated sources and sources associated to
counterparts of unknown nature are plotted in dark grey [22].

for the 3FGL is about 20% larger acceptance at all energies and improved angular resolution
above 3 GeV.

• A new model of underlying diffuse Galactic emission was developed. The model is based
on linear combinations of templates for components of the Galactic diffuse emission. For
the 4FGL catalog all the templates are updated with refined partitioning the HI and H2 (2.6-
mm CO line) into separate ranges of Galactocentric distance (‘rings’), and a new template
is added for all-sky high-resolution, 21-cm spectral line HI4PI survey as tracer of HI. The
interstellar emission dominates in the Galactic Ridge and the dark gas is responsible for
a large part of the small-scale structures of the interstellar matter and gamma-ray diffuse
emission. Recent published data are used in the new model, and improvements are reached
against spurious structures around massive star-forming regions.

• Weighted logarithmic maximum likelihood analysis is adopted to mitigate the effect of sys-
tematic errors due to the imperfect knowledge of the Galactic diffuse emission.

• 75 4FGL sources are explicitly modeled as extended emission regions, up from 25 in 3FGL.

• To study the associations of LAT sources with counterparts at other wavelengths, several
catalogs of counterparts at lower frequencies are updated and correspondingly the association
procedure is recalibrated.
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2.3. Localization

The position of each source was determined by maximizing
the likelihood starting from the seed position, using gt!ndsrc.
We used gt!ndsrc rather than pointlike (used in 3FGL) in order
to bene!t from the full power of PSF event types introduced
in Pass 8. The gt!ndsrc tool works in unbinned mode,
automatically selecting the appropriate PSF for each event as a
function of its event type and off-axis angle (the PSF broadens
at large off-axis angles). The gt!ndsrc run was integrated into
the main iterative procedure (Section 2.4), starting with the
brightest sources. This ensures that the surrounding sources
were correctly represented. The main drawback is that gt!ndsrc
provides only a symmetric (circular) error radius, assuming a
Gaussian distribution, not the full TS map and an ellipse as
pointlike does. There is no reason to believe that this is a
serious limitation. For example, in 3FGL the average ratio
between the two axes of the error ellipses was 1.20, so most
ellipses were close to circular. At higher energies (1FHL) this
ratio was even smaller, 1.12.

The systematic uncertainties associated with localization
were not calibrated on 3FHL itself, but on the larger (and more
precise) preliminary source list derived from an analysis over
all energies greater than 100MeV. The absolute precision at the
95% con!dence level was found to be 0°.0075 (it was 0°.005 in
3FGL, but the statistical precision on localization was not
good enough to constrain the absolute precision well). The
systematic factor was found to be 1.05, as in 3FGL. We
checked that the 3FHL localizations were consistent with the
same values. Consequently, we multiplied all error estimates by
1.05 and added 0°.0075 in quadrature.

2.4. Signi!cance and Spectral Characterization

The framework for this stage of the analysis was inherited
from the 3FGL catalog analysis pipeline (Acero et al. 2015). It
splits the sky into regions of interest (RoIs), each with typically

half a dozen sources whose parameters are simultaneously
optimized. The global best !t is reached iteratively, by
including sources in the outer parts of the RoI from the
neighboring RoIs at the previous step. Above 10 GeV the PSF
is narrow, so the cross-talk is small and the iteration converges
rapidly. The diffuse emission model had exactly one free
normalization parameter per RoI (see the Appendix for details).
We used unbinned likelihood with PSF event types over the
full energy range, neglecting energy dispersion. Extended
sources (Section 2.5) were treated just as point sources, except
for their spatial templates. Whenever possible, we applied the
new RadialDisk and RadialGaussian analytic spatial templates
for the likelihood calculation. They are not pixelized and hence
are more precise than the map-based templates used in 3FGL.
Sources were modeled by default with a power-law (PL)

spectrum (two free parameters, a normalization and a spectral
photon index). At the end of the iteration, we kept only sources
with TS> 25 with the PL model, corresponding to a
signi!cance of just over 4! evaluated from the "2 distribution
with 4 degrees of freedom (position and spectral parameters,
Mattox et al. 1996). We also enforced a minimum number of
model-predicted events Npred! 4 (only two sources were
rejected because of this limit, and only two have Npred< 5).
We ended up with 1556 sources with TS> 25, including 48
extended sources.
The alternative curved LogParabola (LP) spectral shape
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was systematically tested, and adopted when
Signif_Curve= 2 ln LP PL 3L L �( ( ) ( )) , corresp-
onding to 3-! evidence in favor of the curved model (the
threshold was 4! in 3FGL). Among 1556 sources, only 6 were
found to be signi!cantly curved at the 4! level. Lowering the
threshold to 3! added 26 curved sources, whereas an average

Figure 1. Adaptively smoothed Fermi-LAT counts map in the 10 GeV–2 TeV band represented in Galactic coordinates and Hammer–Aitoff projection. The image has
been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel whose size was varied to achieve a minimum signal-to-noise ratio under the kernel of 2.3. The color scale is logarithmic and the
units are counts per (0.1 deg)2 pixel.
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3.5. The Galactic Population

The majority of Galactic sources detected in 3FHL are
sources at the !nal stage of stellar evolution such as pulsars,
PWNe, and SNRs, many of which are detected as extended,
and high-mass binaries.

In this catalog 125 sources are associated with Galactic
objects and 83 are unassociated within the plane of our Galaxy
( b 10� n! ! ). The same low Galactic latitude region has 133
extragalactic objects. Considering the density of extragalactic
sources outside of the plane and the decreased sensitivity for
source detection in the plane, we estimate that !25–40 of the
83 unassociated objects may be Galactic. Indeed, the distribu-
tion in Galactic latitude of unassociated sources (see Figure 11)
shows a peaked pro!le for b 2� n! ! on top of a "at isotropic
background.

The spectral index distribution of Galactic sources is broad,
with a median index !! 3 as shown by Figure 12. This arises
from the superposition of the distributions of the indices of the
different source classes. The majority of sources are pulsars,
and at >10 GeV, the LAT samples their super-exponential
cutoffs, yielding a median spectral index of !! 4. Sources
classi!ed as pulsars in 3FGL retain this classi!cation in 3FHL
for consistency. A source is reclassi!ed as PWN only if it is
associated with a known, small-size PWN and has a rising SED
indicative of a dominant PWN component. Only 3FHL J0205.5
+6449, 3FHL J0534.5+2201, and 3FHL J1124.4-5916 have
been reclassi!ed accordingly. SNRs and PWNe account for 56
objects. Their similar index distributions translate into much
harder spectra than the rest, having a median of !! 2. The
unassociated sources within the plane of the Galaxy display the
full range of spectral indices 1!<!!!<!5. However, those

Figure 2. Distributions of angular separations in ! units between 3FHL sources and their counterparts (r95 = 2.448!). (Left panel): sources associated with the
Bayesian method (red solid line) and sources solely associated with that method (black dotted line). (Right panel): Same, but for the LR method. The curves
correspond to the expected distributions for real associations.

Figure 3. Sky map, in Galactic coordinates and Hammer–Aitoff projection, showing the objects in the 3FHL catalog classi!ed by their most likely source classes.
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Figure 1. The TeV sky in mid-2019. A compilation of known VHE gamma-ray sources (from
TeVCat), compared to the high energy Fermi-LAT catalogue (3FHL) sources. Adapted from [1].

harder (for example with respect to the ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, where the GZK horizon
leads to a dramatic reduction in the number of candidate sources).

Particularly in the case of transient events, the very large area of VHE gamma-ray instruments
(in particular the Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes – IACTs) makes them an ideal
counterpart to neutrino telescopes, with typically thousands of detected gamma-rays expected
for each neutrino. Interactions of accelerated nuclei both with matter and radiation fields lead
to simultaneous neutrino and gamma-ray production. In general neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes
from the two process are comparable and in the absence of absorption e↵ects it is straightforward
to predict the expected neutrino spectrum from the observed gamma-ray spectrum (see e.g. [2]).
In the case of photo-hadronic interactions however the necessary presence of strong radiation
fields makes gamma-gamma interactions and cascading very likely. This situation breaks the
simple relationship between gamma-ray and neutrino fluxes, but the combination remains very
powerful as a diagnostic of the underlying physics and physical conditions in the emission region.

For the proton accelerators in our own galaxy the p-p channel is the most promising,
and extensive surveys exist of the Galactic Plane in both, neutrinos and VHE gamma-rays.
Unfortunately there are so far no firmly identified Galactic neutrino sources, but it is intriguing
to note that one of the most promising regions from the recent IceCube search [3], is coincident
with a source (MGROJ1908+06) now established by the HAWC collaboration to emit TeV
photons to energies beyond 100 TeV [4].
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simulations of structure formation [5, 6, 7], it is inferred that
the particles constituting the cosmological DM had to be mov-
ing non-relativistically at decoupling from thermal equilibrium
in the early universe (‘freeze-out’), in order to reproduce the ob-
served large-scale structure in the Universe and hence the term
“cold DM” (CDM). This observational evidence has led to the
establishment of a concordance cosmological model, dubbed
!CDM [8, 9, 10], although this paradigm is troubled by some
experimental controversies [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
One of the most popular scenarios for CDM is that of weakly

interacting massive particles (WIMPs), which includes a large
class of non-baryonic candidates with mass typically between
a few tens of GeV and few TeV and an annihilation cross-
section set by weak interactions [see, e.g., Refs. 17, 18]. Nat-
ural WIMP candidates are found in proposed extensions of the
SM, e.g. in Super-Symmetry (SUSY) [19, 20], but also Lit-
tle Higgs [21], Universal Extra Dimensions [22], and Tech-
nicolor models [23, 24], among others. Their present veloci-
ties are set by the gravitational potential in the Galactic halo at
about a thousandth of the speed of light. WIMPs which were
in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe would have a relic
abundance varying inversely as their velocity-weighted annihi-
lation cross-section (for pure s!wave annihilation): "CDMh2 =
3 " 10!27cm3s!1/ (!annv) [19]. Hence for a weak-scale cross-
section (!annv) = 3 " 10!26cm3s!1, they naturally have the
required relic density "CDMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.004, where h =
0.704 ± 0.014 is the Hubble parameter in units of 100 km s!1
Mpc!1 [3]. The ability of WIMPs to naturally yield the DM
density from readily computed thermal processes in the early
Universe without much fine tuning is sometimes termed the
“WIMP miracle”.
In some SUSY theories, a symmetry called ‘R-parity’

prevents a too rapid proton-decay, and as a side-e#ect, also
guarantees the stability of the lightest SUSY particle (LSP),
which is thus a prime candidate for a WIMP. WIMPs can
annihilate to SM particles, and have hadron or leptons in
the final products of annihilation. Thus from cosmic DM
annihilations, one can expect emission of neutrinos, charged
cosmic rays, multi-frequency electromagnetic radiation from
charged products, and prompt gamma-rays [25]. The detection
of these final state particles can help to identify DM — this is
termed “indirect DM detection”. Gamma-rays are not deflected
by cosmic magnetic fields, and thus trace back to their origin.
Therefore, observation of a gamma-ray signal from cosmic
targets where DM is expected could prove conclusive about its
nature .

In the context of gamma-ray astronomy, the di#erential flux
of gamma-rays from within a solid angle $" around a given
astronomical target where DM is expected, can be written as:
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where (!annv) is the annihilation cross-section (times the rela-

tive velocity of the two WIMPs),
'
i BRi dNi

"/dE" = dN"/dE"
is the photon flux per annihilation summed over all the possible
annihilation channels i with branching ratios BRi, and m$ is the
mass of the DM particle. The ‘astrophysical factor’ &J is the in-
tegral over the line of sight (los) of the squared DM density and
over the integration solid angle $":

&J =
(

$"

d"
(

los
ds %2(s,"). (1.2)

The remaining term BF in Eq. (1.1) is the so-called ‘boost fac-
tor’ which is a measure of our ignorance of intrinsic flux con-
tributions that are not accounted for directly in the formula.
There are various knownmechanisms for boosting the intrin-

sic flux, among which we mention the inclusion of subhalos,
and the existence of a ‘Sommerfeld enhancement’ of the cross-
section at low velocity regimes in models where the DM parti-
cles interact via a new long-range force. All numerical N!body
simulations of galactic halos have shown the presence of sub-
halos populating the host halo [see, e.g., Refs. 5, 26]. Such
density enhancements, if not spatially resolved, can contribute
substantially to the expected gamma-ray flux from a given ob-
ject. This e#ect is strongly dependent on the target: in dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) for example the boost factor is only
of O(1) [27, 28], whereas in galaxy clusters the boost can be
spectacular, by up to a factor of several hundreds [29, 30, 31].
On the other hand, the Sommerfeld enhancement e#ect can
significantly boost the DM annihilation cross-section [32, 33].
This non-relativistic e#ect arises when two DM particles inter-
act in a long-range attractive potential, and results in a boost
in gamma-ray flux which increases with decreasing relative ve-
locity down to a saturation point which depends on the DM and
mediator particle mass. This e#ect can enhance the annihilation
cross-section by a few orders of magnitude [27, 28].
The current generation of IACTs is actively searching for

WIMP annihilation signals. dSphs are promising targets for
DM annihilation detection being among the most DM domi-
nated objects known and free from astrophysical background.
Constraints on WIMP annihilation signals from dSphs have
been reported towards Sagittarius, Canis Major, Sculptor and
Carina by H.E.S.S. [34, 35, 28], towards Draco, Willman 1 and
Segue 1 by MAGIC [36, 37, 38], towards Draco, Ursa Minor,
Boötes 1, Willman 1 and Segue 1 by VERITAS [39, 40],
and again towards Draco and Ursa Minor by Whipple [41].
Nevertheless, the present instruments do not have the required
sensitivity to reach the “thermal” value of the annihilation
cross-section (!annv) = 3" 10!26cm3s!1. A search for a WIMP
annihilation signal from the halo at angular distances between
0.3# and 1.0# from the Galactic Centre has also recently been
performed using 112 h of H.E.S.S. data [42]. For WIMP
masses well above the H.E.S.S. energy threshold of 100GeV,
this analysis provides the currently most constraining limits
on (!annv) at the level of a few"10!25 cm3s!1. H.E.S.S.,
MAGIC and VERITAS have also observed some galaxy
clusters, reporting detection of individual galaxies in the
cluster, but only upper limits on any CR and DM associated
emission [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Even though IACT limits
are weaker than those obtained from the Fermi-LAT satellite
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dwarf satellites

130 GeV Line Feature towards Galactic Centre

Weniger (2012)

3.2σ significance (post-trial)  Einasto profile

Also – Possible
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spectral line

DM Structures are Present on Many Scales 

Zoom sequence of DM structure on Cosmo. Scales  Milky Way like halo and several sub-halos 

•  We can probe DM by looking for 
signal contributions from halos: 
•  On cosmological scales (left) 
•  In the Milky Way virial radius 

(~300 kpc, right) 

DM search in dwarf galaxies

Dwarf spheroidal galaxies are the cleanest targets for DM search

- old stars - expect no high energy astrophysical emission

- 100 - 1000 times more dark than visible matter 

- located in quiet regions of the sky

Sample of 15 dSphs with well-determined DM content (J-factors)

- not yet detected in gamma rays

SDSS Sky Coverage

3
~14,000 deg2

LAT Translation: 
All-Sky Counts Map

GC

GC halo

dark subhalos

[J.  C-B. + Phys.Dark Univ. 32 (2021)]

[Archaryya et al. JCAP 2020.]

What strategies (WIMPs & ALPs)?
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Thermal Relic Cross Section
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Figure 28: Comparison of projected dSph stacking limits with current and future IACT limits from CTA for the bb̄ (left) and
⌧+⌧� (right) channels. The dashed black curve shows the expected limit from the analysis of the artificially expanded target
described in §4.5.2 for the 15-year data set. IACT limits are in red and taken from [281, 282]. The limits derived from the
Planck data [13] are in gray. Finally, favored contours for several Galactic-center analyses are included for comparison.

instruments such as PAMELA and AMS-02 with results from �-ray data is complicated as the constraints on
the DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling uncertainties. As an example, the measurement
of the ratio of anti-protons to protons, �(p̄)/�(p), could in principle be used to probe cross sections below
the thermal relic level. In practice, however, the constraints based on cosmic-ray data have large modeling
uncertainties and are quite model dependent (see Figs. 29 and 30).

Figure 29: Combined total uncertainty on the predicted secondary p̄/p ratio, superimposed on the PAMELA [283] and AMS-
02 [284, 285] data. This figure appeared as Fig. 2 of Ref. [286]; additional details about the uncertainty bands may be found
in that work; reproduced under the Creative Commons attribution license.

Similarly, the ratio of positron to electron fluxes has been measured by the LAT [28], AMS-02 [289, 290]
and PAMELA [291] and is potentially sensitive to DM interactions. The observed positron to electron flux
ratio rises steadily from ⇠ 5% at 1GeV to ⇠ 15% above 100 GeV, suggesting the injection of high-energy
positrons into the interstellar medium. Similarly to the situation with anti-protons, the interpretation of the
rising positron fraction and implied constraints on DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling
uncertainties, see, e.g., Refs [292–295] for discussion of the interpretation of the positron excess.

In summary, the LAT data, and in particular the analysis of the dSphs provide the best current constraints

37

HESS

Fermi LAT

Fermi LAT dSphs

HESS  GC

[Charles, E.+, JCAP, 2016]
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galaxies by 5 gamma-ray telescopes (Fermi-
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★ Combined limits:

✦ Wide mass range: [5 GeV — 100 TeV] 

✦ Coherent statistical treatment, easy to 

compare

✦ up to 2-3 times more constraining


★ Extension to neutrinos ongoing…!
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arrival direction present in the signal region, or J. One standard technique to eliminate the nuisance
parameters when making statements about a is using the profile likelihood ratio test:

lP(a |D) =
L(a; ˆ̂n |D)
L(â; n̂ |D)

, (12)

where â and n̂ are the values maximizing L, and ˆ̂n the value that maximizes L for a given a. According to
Wilks’ theorem �2 ln lP(a) is distributed, when a are the true values, as a c2 distribution with number
of degrees of freedom equal to the number of components of a, independent of the value of n. It is
an extended practice in indirect dark matter searches with gamma rays to decrease the n-dimensional
vector a of free parameters to a one-dimensional quantity a, by considering that gamma-ray production
is dominated either by annihilation (a = hsvi, i.e., the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section) or
by decay (a = t�1

c , i.e., the decay rate), and scanning over values of the dark matter particle mass (mc)
and pure annihilation/decay channels (i.e., considering at each iteration 100% branching ratio to one
of the possible SM particle pairs). For each scanned combination, Equation (11) reduces to a likelihood
function of just one purely free (i.e., non-nuisance) parameter. In such a case, for instance, 1-sided 95%
confidence level upper limits to a are taken as aUL95 = a2.71, with a2.71 found by solving the equation
�2 ln lP(a2.71) = 2.71.

The data D can refer to NdSph different dSphs, in which case it is convenient to write the joint
likelihood function as:

L(a; n|D) =
NdSph

’
l=1

Lg(aJl ; µl |Dgl ) · LJ(Jl |D Jl ) , (13)

where we have factorized the joint likelihood into the partial likelihood functions corresponding to each
dwarf, and those subsequently into the parts corresponding to the gamma-ray observations (Lg) and
J-factor measurement (LJ), respectively; Jl is the total J-factor (see Equation (7)) of the l-th considered
dSph, which, as we have made explicit, is a nuisance parameter degenerated with a in Lg; µl represents
the additional nuisance parameters different from Jl affecting the analysis of the l-th dSph; Dgl represents
the gamma-ray data of the l-th dSph, whereas D Jl refers to the data constraining Jl .

For each dSph, we may have Nmeas independent measurements, each performed under different
experimental conditions, by the same or different instruments. That is, we can factorize the Lg term as:

Lg(aJ; µ|Dg) =
Nmeas

’
k=1

Lg,k(aJ; µk|Dg,k) , (14)

where we have omitted the index l referring to the dSph for the sake of clarity, and with µk and Dg,k
representing the nuisance parameters and data, respectively, referred to the k-th measurement.

For each observation of a given dSph under certain experimental conditions, Lg,k often consists of the
product of NE0 ⇥ Np̂0 Poissonian terms (P) for the observed number of gamma-ray candidate events (Nij)
in the i-th bin of reconstructed energy and j-th bin of reconstructed arrival direction, times the likelihood
term for the µ nuisance parameters (Lµ), with NE0 the number of bins of reconstructed energy and Np̂0 the
number of bins of reconstructed arrival direction, i.e.:

Lg,k(aJ; µ|Dg) =
NE0

’
i=1

Np̂0

’
j=1

P
�
sij(aJ; µ) + bij(µ)|Nij

�
· Lµ(µ|Dµ) , (15)

where the indexes l and k referring to the dSph and the measurement have been removed for the sake
of a clear notation. The parameter of the Poissonian term is sij + bij, where sij is the expected number of
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signal events in the i-th bin in energy and the j-th bin in arrival direction, computable using aJ as we will
see below; and bij the corresponding contribution from background processes. Dµ represents the data
used to constrain the values of the nuisance parameters µ. We have made explicit that the uncertainties
associated to µ can in principle affect both the computation of the signal and background contributions.
For instance, uncertainties in the overall energy scale affect the computation of sij, whereas uncertainties
in the background modeling affect the computation of bij. However, uncertainties affecting sij are usually
considered to be largely dominated by the uncertainty in the J-factor and the dependence of sij on µ

therefore ignored. Thus, sij, is given by:

sij(aJ) =
Z

DE0
i

dE0
Z

Dp̂0
j

dW0
Z •

0
dE

Z

DWtot
dW

Z Tobs

0
dt

d2F(aJ)
dE dW

IRF(E0, p̂0|E, p̂, t) , (16)

where E0, p̂0, E and p̂ are the estimated and true energies and arrival directions, respectively; dW0 and dW
infinitesimal solid angles containing p̂0 and p̂, respectively; Tobs the total observation time; t the time along
the observations; and IRF the instrument response function, i.e. IRF(E0, p̂0|E, p̂, t) dE0 dW0 is the effective
collection area of the detector times the probability for a gamma ray with true energy E and direction p̂
to be assigned an estimated energy in the interval [E0, E0 + dE0] and p̂0 in the solid angle dW0 (see more
details below), at the time t during the observations. The integrals over E and p̂ perform the convolution
of the gamma-ray spectrum with the instrumental response, whereas those over E0 and p̂0 compute the
events observed within the i-th energy bin (DE0

i) and the j-th arrival direction bin (Dp̂0
j). It must be noted

that, defining several spatial bins within the source produces relatively minor improvement in sensitivity
to dark matter searches for not significantly extended sources (i.e., those well described by a point-like
source, as it is the case for many dSphs) [20]. For significantly extended sources, on the other hand, using a
too fine spatial binning makes the obtained result more sensitive to the systematic uncertainties in the dark
matter spatial distribution within the dSph halo. Thus, a realistic optimization of Np̂0 based on sensitivity
should balance the gain yielded by the use of more spatial information and the loss caused by the increase
in the systematic uncertainty.

The IRF can be factorized as the product of the detector collection area Aeff (Tobs · Aeff is often referred
to as exposure), times the PDFs for the energy ( fE) and incoming direction ( f p̂) estimators, i.e.:

IRF(E0, p̂0|E, p̂, t) = Aeff(E, p̂, t) · fE(E0|E, t) · f p̂(p̂0|E, p̂, t) , (17)

where, following the common practice, the (small) dependence of fE with p̂ has been neglected. f p̂ is often
referred to as the point spread function (PSF).

Finally, the likelihood for the total J-factor is usually written as:

LJ(J | Jobs, sJ) =
1

ln(10)Jobs
p

2psJ
e�(log10(J)�log10(Jobs))

2/2s2
J ; (18)

with log10 Jobs and sJ the mean and standard deviation of the fit of a log-normal function to the posterior
distribution of the total J-factor [21]. Therefore, including LJ in the joint likelihood is a way to incorporate
the statistical uncertainty of J in the estimation of a. It is worth noting that, because a and J are degenerate,
in order to perform the profile of L with respect to J it is sufficient to compute Lg vs a for a fixed value of J,
which facilitates significantly the computational needs of the profiling operation (see details in footnote 12
of reference [22]). Including Jobs systematic uncertainties is much more complex, since they depend mainly
on our choice of the dark matter halo density profile function (e.g., NFW [23], Einasto [24], etc.), and there
is no obvious way of assigning a PDF to that choice. Because of this, the impact of that uncertainty in

Table 2: Summary of the relevant properties of the dSphs used in the present work. Column 1
lists the dSphs. Columns 2 and 3 present their heliocentric distance and Galactic coordinates,
respectively. Columns 4 and 5 report the J-factors of each source given from the GS and B

independent studies and their estimated ±1� uncertainties. The values log10 J (GS set) correspond
to the mean J-factor values for a source extension truncated at the outermost observed star. The
values log10 J (B set) are provided for a source extension at the tidal radius of each dSph.

Name Distance l, b log10 J (GS set) log10 J (B set)
(kpc) (

�
) log10(GeV

2
cm

�5
sr) log10(GeV

2
cm

�5
sr)

Boötes I 66 358.08, 69.62 18.24+0.40
�0.37 18.85+1.10

�0.61

Canes Venatici I 218 74.31, 79.82 17.44+0.37
�0.28 17.63+0.50

�0.20

Canes Venatici II 160 113.58, 82.70 17.65+0.45
�0.43 18.67+1.54

�0.97

Carina 105 260.11, �22.22 17.92+0.19
�0.11 18.02+0.36

�0.15

Coma Berenices 44 241.89, 83.61 19.02+0.37
�0.41 20.13+1.56

�1.08

Draco 76 86.37, 34.72 19.05+0.22
�0.21 19.42+0.92

�0.47

Fornax 147 237.10, �65.65 17.84+0.11
�0.06 17.85+0.11

�0.08

Hercules 132 28.73, 36.87 16.86+0.74
�0.68 17.70+1.08

�0.73

Leo I 254 225.99, 49.11 17.84+0.20
�0.16 17.93+0.65

�0.25

Leo II 233 220.17, 67.23 17.97+0.20
�0.18 18.11+0.71

�0.25

Leo IV 154 265.44, 56.51 16.32+1.06
�1.70 16.36+1.44

�1.65

Leo V 178 261.86, 58.54 16.37+0.94
�0.87 16.30+1.33

�1.16

Leo T 417 214.85, 43.66 17.11+0.44
�0.39 17.67+1.01

�0.56

Sculptor 86 287.53, �83.16 18.57+0.07
�0.05 18.63+0.14

�0.08

Segue I 23 220.48, 50.43 19.36+0.32
�0.35 17.52+2.54

�2.65

Segue II 35 149.43, �38.14 16.21+1.06
�0.98 19.50+1.82

�1.48

Sextans 86 243.50, 42.27 17.92+0.35
�0.29 18.04+0.50

�0.28

Ursa Major I 97 159.43, 54.41 17.87+0.56
�0.33 18.84+0.97

�0.43

Ursa Major II 32 152.46, 37.44 19.42+0.44
�0.42 20.60+1.46

�0.95

Ursa Minor 76 104.97, 44.80 18.95+0.26
�0.18 19.08+0.21

�0.13

in App. A which also presents a comparison between the two sets of differential J-factors270

versus the angular radius of the integration region �⌦, measured from the dSph nominal271

position, for each of the twenty dSphs.272

4 Joint likelihood analysis273

We conduct our DM search by means of a maximum likelihood analysis, in which we take274

advantage of the different spectral and morphological features expected for signal (see275
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arrival direction present in the signal region, or J. One standard technique to eliminate the nuisance
parameters when making statements about a is using the profile likelihood ratio test:

lP(a |D) =
L(a; ˆ̂n |D)
L(â; n̂ |D)

, (12)

where â and n̂ are the values maximizing L, and ˆ̂n the value that maximizes L for a given a. According to
Wilks’ theorem �2 ln lP(a) is distributed, when a are the true values, as a c2 distribution with number
of degrees of freedom equal to the number of components of a, independent of the value of n. It is
an extended practice in indirect dark matter searches with gamma rays to decrease the n-dimensional
vector a of free parameters to a one-dimensional quantity a, by considering that gamma-ray production
is dominated either by annihilation (a = hsvi, i.e., the velocity-averaged annihilation cross section) or
by decay (a = t�1

c , i.e., the decay rate), and scanning over values of the dark matter particle mass (mc)
and pure annihilation/decay channels (i.e., considering at each iteration 100% branching ratio to one
of the possible SM particle pairs). For each scanned combination, Equation (11) reduces to a likelihood
function of just one purely free (i.e., non-nuisance) parameter. In such a case, for instance, 1-sided 95%
confidence level upper limits to a are taken as aUL95 = a2.71, with a2.71 found by solving the equation
�2 ln lP(a2.71) = 2.71.

The data D can refer to NdSph different dSphs, in which case it is convenient to write the joint
likelihood function as:

L(a; n|D) =
NdSph

’
l=1

Lg(aJl ; µl |Dgl ) · LJ(Jl |D Jl ) , (13)

where we have factorized the joint likelihood into the partial likelihood functions corresponding to each
dwarf, and those subsequently into the parts corresponding to the gamma-ray observations (Lg) and
J-factor measurement (LJ), respectively; Jl is the total J-factor (see Equation (7)) of the l-th considered
dSph, which, as we have made explicit, is a nuisance parameter degenerated with a in Lg; µl represents
the additional nuisance parameters different from Jl affecting the analysis of the l-th dSph; Dgl represents
the gamma-ray data of the l-th dSph, whereas D Jl refers to the data constraining Jl .

For each dSph, we may have Nmeas independent measurements, each performed under different
experimental conditions, by the same or different instruments. That is, we can factorize the Lg term as:

Lg(aJ; µ|Dg) =
Nmeas

’
k=1

Lg,k(aJ; µk|Dg,k) , (14)

where we have omitted the index l referring to the dSph for the sake of clarity, and with µk and Dg,k
representing the nuisance parameters and data, respectively, referred to the k-th measurement.

For each observation of a given dSph under certain experimental conditions, Lg,k often consists of the
product of NE0 ⇥ Np̂0 Poissonian terms (P) for the observed number of gamma-ray candidate events (Nij)
in the i-th bin of reconstructed energy and j-th bin of reconstructed arrival direction, times the likelihood
term for the µ nuisance parameters (Lµ), with NE0 the number of bins of reconstructed energy and Np̂0 the
number of bins of reconstructed arrival direction, i.e.:

Lg,k(aJ; µ|Dg) =
NE0

’
i=1

Np̂0

’
j=1

P
�
sij(aJ; µ) + bij(µ)|Nij

�
· Lµ(µ|Dµ) , (15)

where the indexes l and k referring to the dSph and the measurement have been removed for the sake
of a clear notation. The parameter of the Poissonian term is sij + bij, where sij is the expected number of
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signal events in the i-th bin in energy and the j-th bin in arrival direction, computable using aJ as we will
see below; and bij the corresponding contribution from background processes. Dµ represents the data
used to constrain the values of the nuisance parameters µ. We have made explicit that the uncertainties
associated to µ can in principle affect both the computation of the signal and background contributions.
For instance, uncertainties in the overall energy scale affect the computation of sij, whereas uncertainties
in the background modeling affect the computation of bij. However, uncertainties affecting sij are usually
considered to be largely dominated by the uncertainty in the J-factor and the dependence of sij on µ

therefore ignored. Thus, sij, is given by:

sij(aJ) =
Z

DE0
i

dE0
Z

Dp̂0
j

dW0
Z •

0
dE

Z

DWtot
dW

Z Tobs

0
dt

d2F(aJ)
dE dW

IRF(E0, p̂0|E, p̂, t) , (16)

where E0, p̂0, E and p̂ are the estimated and true energies and arrival directions, respectively; dW0 and dW
infinitesimal solid angles containing p̂0 and p̂, respectively; Tobs the total observation time; t the time along
the observations; and IRF the instrument response function, i.e. IRF(E0, p̂0|E, p̂, t) dE0 dW0 is the effective
collection area of the detector times the probability for a gamma ray with true energy E and direction p̂
to be assigned an estimated energy in the interval [E0, E0 + dE0] and p̂0 in the solid angle dW0 (see more
details below), at the time t during the observations. The integrals over E and p̂ perform the convolution
of the gamma-ray spectrum with the instrumental response, whereas those over E0 and p̂0 compute the
events observed within the i-th energy bin (DE0

i) and the j-th arrival direction bin (Dp̂0
j). It must be noted

that, defining several spatial bins within the source produces relatively minor improvement in sensitivity
to dark matter searches for not significantly extended sources (i.e., those well described by a point-like
source, as it is the case for many dSphs) [20]. For significantly extended sources, on the other hand, using a
too fine spatial binning makes the obtained result more sensitive to the systematic uncertainties in the dark
matter spatial distribution within the dSph halo. Thus, a realistic optimization of Np̂0 based on sensitivity
should balance the gain yielded by the use of more spatial information and the loss caused by the increase
in the systematic uncertainty.

The IRF can be factorized as the product of the detector collection area Aeff (Tobs · Aeff is often referred
to as exposure), times the PDFs for the energy ( fE) and incoming direction ( f p̂) estimators, i.e.:

IRF(E0, p̂0|E, p̂, t) = Aeff(E, p̂, t) · fE(E0|E, t) · f p̂(p̂0|E, p̂, t) , (17)

where, following the common practice, the (small) dependence of fE with p̂ has been neglected. f p̂ is often
referred to as the point spread function (PSF).

Finally, the likelihood for the total J-factor is usually written as:

LJ(J | Jobs, sJ) =
1

ln(10)Jobs
p

2psJ
e�(log10(J)�log10(Jobs))

2/2s2
J ; (18)

with log10 Jobs and sJ the mean and standard deviation of the fit of a log-normal function to the posterior
distribution of the total J-factor [21]. Therefore, including LJ in the joint likelihood is a way to incorporate
the statistical uncertainty of J in the estimation of a. It is worth noting that, because a and J are degenerate,
in order to perform the profile of L with respect to J it is sufficient to compute Lg vs a for a fixed value of J,
which facilitates significantly the computational needs of the profiling operation (see details in footnote 12
of reference [22]). Including Jobs systematic uncertainties is much more complex, since they depend mainly
on our choice of the dark matter halo density profile function (e.g., NFW [23], Einasto [24], etc.), and there
is no obvious way of assigning a PDF to that choice. Because of this, the impact of that uncertainty in

Table 2: Summary of the relevant properties of the dSphs used in the present work. Column 1
lists the dSphs. Columns 2 and 3 present their heliocentric distance and Galactic coordinates,
respectively. Columns 4 and 5 report the J-factors of each source given from the GS and B

independent studies and their estimated ±1� uncertainties. The values log10 J (GS set) correspond
to the mean J-factor values for a source extension truncated at the outermost observed star. The
values log10 J (B set) are provided for a source extension at the tidal radius of each dSph.

Name Distance l, b log10 J (GS set) log10 J (B set)
(kpc) (

�
) log10(GeV

2
cm

�5
sr) log10(GeV

2
cm

�5
sr)

Boötes I 66 358.08, 69.62 18.24+0.40
�0.37 18.85+1.10

�0.61

Canes Venatici I 218 74.31, 79.82 17.44+0.37
�0.28 17.63+0.50

�0.20

Canes Venatici II 160 113.58, 82.70 17.65+0.45
�0.43 18.67+1.54

�0.97

Carina 105 260.11, �22.22 17.92+0.19
�0.11 18.02+0.36

�0.15

Coma Berenices 44 241.89, 83.61 19.02+0.37
�0.41 20.13+1.56

�1.08

Draco 76 86.37, 34.72 19.05+0.22
�0.21 19.42+0.92

�0.47

Fornax 147 237.10, �65.65 17.84+0.11
�0.06 17.85+0.11

�0.08

Hercules 132 28.73, 36.87 16.86+0.74
�0.68 17.70+1.08

�0.73

Leo I 254 225.99, 49.11 17.84+0.20
�0.16 17.93+0.65

�0.25

Leo II 233 220.17, 67.23 17.97+0.20
�0.18 18.11+0.71

�0.25

Leo IV 154 265.44, 56.51 16.32+1.06
�1.70 16.36+1.44

�1.65

Leo V 178 261.86, 58.54 16.37+0.94
�0.87 16.30+1.33

�1.16

Leo T 417 214.85, 43.66 17.11+0.44
�0.39 17.67+1.01

�0.56

Sculptor 86 287.53, �83.16 18.57+0.07
�0.05 18.63+0.14

�0.08

Segue I 23 220.48, 50.43 19.36+0.32
�0.35 17.52+2.54

�2.65

Segue II 35 149.43, �38.14 16.21+1.06
�0.98 19.50+1.82

�1.48

Sextans 86 243.50, 42.27 17.92+0.35
�0.29 18.04+0.50

�0.28

Ursa Major I 97 159.43, 54.41 17.87+0.56
�0.33 18.84+0.97

�0.43

Ursa Major II 32 152.46, 37.44 19.42+0.44
�0.42 20.60+1.46

�0.95

Ursa Minor 76 104.97, 44.80 18.95+0.26
�0.18 19.08+0.21

�0.13

in App. A which also presents a comparison between the two sets of differential J-factors270

versus the angular radius of the integration region �⌦, measured from the dSph nominal271

position, for each of the twenty dSphs.272

4 Joint likelihood analysis273

We conduct our DM search by means of a maximum likelihood analysis, in which we take274

advantage of the different spectral and morphological features expected for signal (see275
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Figure 28: Comparison of projected dSph stacking limits with current and future IACT limits from CTA for the bb̄ (left) and
⌧+⌧� (right) channels. The dashed black curve shows the expected limit from the analysis of the artificially expanded target
described in §4.5.2 for the 15-year data set. IACT limits are in red and taken from [281, 282]. The limits derived from the
Planck data [13] are in gray. Finally, favored contours for several Galactic-center analyses are included for comparison.

instruments such as PAMELA and AMS-02 with results from �-ray data is complicated as the constraints on
the DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling uncertainties. As an example, the measurement
of the ratio of anti-protons to protons, �(p̄)/�(p), could in principle be used to probe cross sections below
the thermal relic level. In practice, however, the constraints based on cosmic-ray data have large modeling
uncertainties and are quite model dependent (see Figs. 29 and 30).

Figure 29: Combined total uncertainty on the predicted secondary p̄/p ratio, superimposed on the PAMELA [283] and AMS-
02 [284, 285] data. This figure appeared as Fig. 2 of Ref. [286]; additional details about the uncertainty bands may be found
in that work; reproduced under the Creative Commons attribution license.

Similarly, the ratio of positron to electron fluxes has been measured by the LAT [28], AMS-02 [289, 290]
and PAMELA [291] and is potentially sensitive to DM interactions. The observed positron to electron flux
ratio rises steadily from ⇠ 5% at 1GeV to ⇠ 15% above 100 GeV, suggesting the injection of high-energy
positrons into the interstellar medium. Similarly to the situation with anti-protons, the interpretation of the
rising positron fraction and implied constraints on DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling
uncertainties, see, e.g., Refs [292–295] for discussion of the interpretation of the positron excess.

In summary, the LAT data, and in particular the analysis of the dSphs provide the best current constraints
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FIG. 7: Intensity maps (in galactic coordinates) after subtracting the point source model and best-fit Galactic di�use model,
Fermi bubbles, and isotropic templates. Template coe⇥cients are obtained from the fit including these three templates and
a � = 1.3 DM-like template. Masked pixels are indicated in black. All maps have been smoothed to a common PSF of 2
degrees for display, before masking (the corresponding masks have not been smoothed; they reflect the actual masks used in
the analysis). At energies between �0.5-10 GeV (i.e. in the first three frames), the dark-matter-like emission is clearly visible
around the Galactic Center.

V. THE GALACTIC CENTER

In this section, we describe our analysis of the Fermi
data from the region of the Galactic Center, defined as
|b| < 5�, |l| < 5�. We make use of the same Pass 7 data
set, with Q2 cuts on CTBCORE, as described in the pre-
vious section. We performed a binned likelihood analysis
to this data set using the Fermi tool gtlike, dividing
the region into 200⇥200 spatial bins (each 0.05�⇥0.05�),
and 12 logarithmically-spaced energy bins between 0.316-

10.0 GeV. Included in the fit is a model for the Galac-
tic di�use emission, supplemented by a model spatially
tracing the observed 20 cm emission [45], a model for
the isotropic gamma-ray background, and all gamma-ray
sources listed in the 2FGL catalog [46], as well as the
two additional point sources described in Ref. [47]. We
allow the flux and spectral shape of all high-significance
(
⇤
TS > 25) 2FGL sources located within 7� of the

Galactic Center to vary. For somewhat more distant or
lower significance sources (� = 7� � 8� and

⇤
TS > 25,
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Figure 28: Comparison of projected dSph stacking limits with current and future IACT limits from CTA for the bb̄ (left) and
⌧+⌧� (right) channels. The dashed black curve shows the expected limit from the analysis of the artificially expanded target
described in §4.5.2 for the 15-year data set. IACT limits are in red and taken from [281, 282]. The limits derived from the
Planck data [13] are in gray. Finally, favored contours for several Galactic-center analyses are included for comparison.

instruments such as PAMELA and AMS-02 with results from �-ray data is complicated as the constraints on
the DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling uncertainties. As an example, the measurement
of the ratio of anti-protons to protons, �(p̄)/�(p), could in principle be used to probe cross sections below
the thermal relic level. In practice, however, the constraints based on cosmic-ray data have large modeling
uncertainties and are quite model dependent (see Figs. 29 and 30).

Figure 29: Combined total uncertainty on the predicted secondary p̄/p ratio, superimposed on the PAMELA [283] and AMS-
02 [284, 285] data. This figure appeared as Fig. 2 of Ref. [286]; additional details about the uncertainty bands may be found
in that work; reproduced under the Creative Commons attribution license.

Similarly, the ratio of positron to electron fluxes has been measured by the LAT [28], AMS-02 [289, 290]
and PAMELA [291] and is potentially sensitive to DM interactions. The observed positron to electron flux
ratio rises steadily from ⇠ 5% at 1GeV to ⇠ 15% above 100 GeV, suggesting the injection of high-energy
positrons into the interstellar medium. Similarly to the situation with anti-protons, the interpretation of the
rising positron fraction and implied constraints on DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling
uncertainties, see, e.g., Refs [292–295] for discussion of the interpretation of the positron excess.

In summary, the LAT data, and in particular the analysis of the dSphs provide the best current constraints
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FIG. 7: Intensity maps (in galactic coordinates) after subtracting the point source model and best-fit Galactic di�use model,
Fermi bubbles, and isotropic templates. Template coe⇥cients are obtained from the fit including these three templates and
a � = 1.3 DM-like template. Masked pixels are indicated in black. All maps have been smoothed to a common PSF of 2
degrees for display, before masking (the corresponding masks have not been smoothed; they reflect the actual masks used in
the analysis). At energies between �0.5-10 GeV (i.e. in the first three frames), the dark-matter-like emission is clearly visible
around the Galactic Center.

V. THE GALACTIC CENTER

In this section, we describe our analysis of the Fermi
data from the region of the Galactic Center, defined as
|b| < 5�, |l| < 5�. We make use of the same Pass 7 data
set, with Q2 cuts on CTBCORE, as described in the pre-
vious section. We performed a binned likelihood analysis
to this data set using the Fermi tool gtlike, dividing
the region into 200⇥200 spatial bins (each 0.05�⇥0.05�),
and 12 logarithmically-spaced energy bins between 0.316-

10.0 GeV. Included in the fit is a model for the Galac-
tic di�use emission, supplemented by a model spatially
tracing the observed 20 cm emission [45], a model for
the isotropic gamma-ray background, and all gamma-ray
sources listed in the 2FGL catalog [46], as well as the
two additional point sources described in Ref. [47]. We
allow the flux and spectral shape of all high-significance
(
⇤
TS > 25) 2FGL sources located within 7� of the

Galactic Center to vary. For somewhat more distant or
lower significance sources (� = 7� � 8� and

⇤
TS > 25,
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Figure 18. Left panel: Constraints on the ⌅⇥v⇧-vs-m� plane for three di�erent DM annihilation
channels, from a fit to the spectrum shown in figure 14 (cf. table 4). Colored points (squares) refer to
best-fit values from previous Inner Galaxy (Galactic center) analyses (see discussion in section 6.2).
Right panel: Constraints on the ⌅⇥v⇧-vs-� plane, based on the fits with the ten GCE segments.
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Figure 19. Constraints on the ⌅⇥v⇧-vs-m� plane at 95% CL, individually for the GCE template
segments shown in figure 15, for the channel ⇤⇤ ⇥ b̄b. The cross indicates the best-fit value from a fit
to all regions simultaneously (m� ⇤ 46.6GeV, ⌅⇥v⇧ ⇤ 1.60� 10�26 cm3 s�1). Note that we assume a
NFW profile with an inner slope of � = 1.28. The individual p-values are shown in the figure legend;
the combined p-value is 0.11.

mass fixed at 49GeV. This plot is based on the fluxes from the segmented GCE template,
see figure 16. As expected, the cross-section is strongly correlated with the profile slope. We
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Figure 28: Comparison of projected dSph stacking limits with current and future IACT limits from CTA for the bb̄ (left) and
⌧+⌧� (right) channels. The dashed black curve shows the expected limit from the analysis of the artificially expanded target
described in §4.5.2 for the 15-year data set. IACT limits are in red and taken from [281, 282]. The limits derived from the
Planck data [13] are in gray. Finally, favored contours for several Galactic-center analyses are included for comparison.

instruments such as PAMELA and AMS-02 with results from �-ray data is complicated as the constraints on
the DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling uncertainties. As an example, the measurement
of the ratio of anti-protons to protons, �(p̄)/�(p), could in principle be used to probe cross sections below
the thermal relic level. In practice, however, the constraints based on cosmic-ray data have large modeling
uncertainties and are quite model dependent (see Figs. 29 and 30).

Figure 29: Combined total uncertainty on the predicted secondary p̄/p ratio, superimposed on the PAMELA [283] and AMS-
02 [284, 285] data. This figure appeared as Fig. 2 of Ref. [286]; additional details about the uncertainty bands may be found
in that work; reproduced under the Creative Commons attribution license.

Similarly, the ratio of positron to electron fluxes has been measured by the LAT [28], AMS-02 [289, 290]
and PAMELA [291] and is potentially sensitive to DM interactions. The observed positron to electron flux
ratio rises steadily from ⇠ 5% at 1GeV to ⇠ 15% above 100 GeV, suggesting the injection of high-energy
positrons into the interstellar medium. Similarly to the situation with anti-protons, the interpretation of the
rising positron fraction and implied constraints on DM annihilation are dominated by systematic modeling
uncertainties, see, e.g., Refs [292–295] for discussion of the interpretation of the positron excess.

In summary, the LAT data, and in particular the analysis of the dSphs provide the best current constraints
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FIG. 7: Intensity maps (in galactic coordinates) after subtracting the point source model and best-fit Galactic di�use model,
Fermi bubbles, and isotropic templates. Template coe⇥cients are obtained from the fit including these three templates and
a � = 1.3 DM-like template. Masked pixels are indicated in black. All maps have been smoothed to a common PSF of 2
degrees for display, before masking (the corresponding masks have not been smoothed; they reflect the actual masks used in
the analysis). At energies between �0.5-10 GeV (i.e. in the first three frames), the dark-matter-like emission is clearly visible
around the Galactic Center.

V. THE GALACTIC CENTER

In this section, we describe our analysis of the Fermi
data from the region of the Galactic Center, defined as
|b| < 5�, |l| < 5�. We make use of the same Pass 7 data
set, with Q2 cuts on CTBCORE, as described in the pre-
vious section. We performed a binned likelihood analysis
to this data set using the Fermi tool gtlike, dividing
the region into 200⇥200 spatial bins (each 0.05�⇥0.05�),
and 12 logarithmically-spaced energy bins between 0.316-

10.0 GeV. Included in the fit is a model for the Galac-
tic di�use emission, supplemented by a model spatially
tracing the observed 20 cm emission [45], a model for
the isotropic gamma-ray background, and all gamma-ray
sources listed in the 2FGL catalog [46], as well as the
two additional point sources described in Ref. [47]. We
allow the flux and spectral shape of all high-significance
(
⇤
TS > 25) 2FGL sources located within 7� of the

Galactic Center to vary. For somewhat more distant or
lower significance sources (� = 7� � 8� and

⇤
TS > 25,
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Figure 18. Left panel: Constraints on the ⌅⇥v⇧-vs-m� plane for three di�erent DM annihilation
channels, from a fit to the spectrum shown in figure 14 (cf. table 4). Colored points (squares) refer to
best-fit values from previous Inner Galaxy (Galactic center) analyses (see discussion in section 6.2).
Right panel: Constraints on the ⌅⇥v⇧-vs-� plane, based on the fits with the ten GCE segments.
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segments shown in figure 15, for the channel ⇤⇤ ⇥ b̄b. The cross indicates the best-fit value from a fit
to all regions simultaneously (m� ⇤ 46.6GeV, ⌅⇥v⇧ ⇤ 1.60� 10�26 cm3 s�1). Note that we assume a
NFW profile with an inner slope of � = 1.28. The individual p-values are shown in the figure legend;
the combined p-value is 0.11.

mass fixed at 49GeV. This plot is based on the fluxes from the segmented GCE template,
see figure 16. As expected, the cross-section is strongly correlated with the profile slope. We
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Could it be dark matter?

~100 GeV

~thermal 
cross 
section

Thermal cross section & <~100 GeV & at the Galactic center 

Spatial distribution close to the predicted NFW profiles.

Right on the spot where WIMP DM is supposed to be!

!"#$%&'()%*+,-.)/0(-'&123)4,,+5+('67,)
89:);#<)==)$5',,#(>)

?'(%@)#%)'()8A::B>)

Or…

But, only a handful gamma-ray pulsars known pre-Fermi LAT. 

Fierce debate ongoing! 
Galactic center is a complex fascinating 
region  and GC excess needs to be 
understood, but at a moment does not 
represent robust DM discovery

Galactic Center Excess
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Fermi LAT

Fermi LAT dSphs

‘cornering the WIMP’

The ‘TeV window’ still 
remains to be explored

〈σv〉thermal 



A matter of perspective: plausible mass ranges
DM Candidates

‘only’ 90 orders of magnitude!

31

Where to look? 
• strong  magnetic 

fields  
• large distances 
→ e.g. galaxy clusters

Credit: M. Meyer

What strategies (WIMPs & ALPs)?



How about ALPs?

32

Strategy 1: examine  the  𝛄 
spectra of astro sources  and use 
it to constrain the probability of 
ALP-𝛄 conversion   

— affects gamma ray ‘opacity’ 
— causes spectral irregularities

Credit: M. Meyer

P H O T O N - A X I O N / A L P  M I X I N G  

S T R O N G  M I X I N G  
R E G I M E

C R I T I C A L  E N E R G Y

Ecrit ⇠ 2.5GeV
|m2

a,neV � !2
pl, neV|

g11BµG

M A X I M U M  E N E R G Y

Emax ⇠ 2.12⇥ 106 GeV g11B
�1
µG

[Raffelt & Stodolsky 1988]9
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Strategy 2: ALPs would be  
produced in a core- 
collapse SN explosion via 
Primakoff process  

Smoking gun! Gamma rays 
would arrive contemporary 
with neutrinos.  

Credit: M. Meyer

A X I O N L I K E  PA R T I C L E S  F R O M  C O R E  
C O L L A P S E  S U P E R N O VA E

• ALPs would be 
produced in a core-
collapse SN explosion 
via Primakoff process  

• Could convert into 
gamma-rays in 
Galactic magnetic field 

19

What strategies (WIMPs & ALPs)?



State-of-the-art

4

FIG. 1. Expected limits on ALP parameters from a SN explosion. The gray shaded region shows the constraints from
SN1987A. Left : Limits for di↵erent progenitor masses and GMF models. Right : Limits for di↵erent potential SN positions.

tive choice. We also calculate the expected limit for an
extragalactic SN in M31 at a distance of ⇠ 778 kpc. The
limit would improve compared to SN1987A constraints
by a factor of ⇠ 2, also thanks to the low number of
background counts expected in this direction. (cf. Tab.
II and Fig. 1). Including the possibility of ALP-photon
conversions in the magnetic field of M31 (with a strength
of 5µG, coherent over 20 kpc [44]) improves the limits
substantially by a factor of 5. However, the main chal-
lenge would be the detection of a neutrino signal from
a SN in M31. Super-Kamiokande could detect one neu-
trino event which could be connected to a SN if an optical
counterpart was found within a day of the explosion [45].
In general, it will take the next generation of Mton class
water Cerenkov neutrino detectors to reliably detect ex-
tragalactic SN with possibly 0.1 neutrino events per year
and up to 100 events from a SN in M31 [45, 46]. Until
then, a source stacking over longer integration times for
many extragalactic supernovae, similar to the analysis of
Ref. [47], might be a possible venue. This is left for
future work.

We also repeat the analysis for a position coincident
with SN1987A and find that current limits would im-
prove by a factor of ⇠ 5 (dark-red dashed line in the
right panel of Fig. 1).

Conclusions.—We compare the expected ALP limits
from a SN of a 10M� progenitor in the GC calculated
with the JF12 GMF model with other limits and sensitiv-
ity projections in Fig. 2. A SN event within the lifetime
of the Fermi LAT would allow an unprecedented explo-
ration of the ALP parameter space for ALP masses be-
low 100 neV, surpassing current bounds [18, 48–51] and
the projected sensitivity of future dedicated laboratory
searches such as ALPS II [9] and IAXO [52] for masses
up to 10 neV. It would also be possible to probe portions
of the so-far unconstrained parameter space where ALPs

with masses 0.01 <⇠ mneV
<⇠ 10 could constitute the entire

dark matter (black dashed line in Fig. 2 [53]). Further-
more, such an event would provide a definitive verdict
on the role of ALPs in explaining hints of an anomalous
transparency of the Universe to very-high-energy photons
[19–25] and could indicate if low mass ALPs are responsi-
ble for the additional cooling observed in di↵erent stellar
systems [28].

FIG. 2. Comparison of the expected Fermi-LAT sensitivity
(dark green) with limits (red) and sensitivities of future ex-
periments (green). The QCD axion band is shown in gray.
The transparency anomaly hint could be explained by ALPs
within the blue shaded region. ALPs with parameters below
the dashed line could constitute the entire dark matter.

In light of this potential, the question arises how prob-
able it is that the Fermi LAT will observe a Galactic SN
within its remaining lifetime. The Galactic SN rate has
been estimated to be roughly 2�3 per century [e.g. 54–
56]. Under the assumption that SN explosions occur as a
Poisson process, the chance for one or more supernovae to
occur in one year is ⇠ 2�3%. The Fermi LAT observes

[M. Meyer+, PRL (2017)]



Future?

LHAASO
Sichuan, China

Complementary Facilities Fermi-LAT

CTA-S

MAGIC
CTA-N

VERITAS

H.E.S.S.

7



CTA

36 [www.cta-observatory.org]
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Prod-3 CTA-N layout optimization

CTA-N layout 
 optimization

6

 

Prod-3 CTA-S layout optimization

CTA-S layout 
 optimization

41 Credits: W. Hofmann and The CTA Consortium 
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Prod-3 CTA-N layout optimization

CTA-N layout 
 optimization
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Prod-3 CTA-S layout optimization

CTA-S layout 
 optimization
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Southern array
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Uniform telescope designs currently being evaluated
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STATUS: 

LST-1 installed in la Palma in 
2018 (in commissioning phase) 

Construction: the next 3-5 years.

Wide energy  coverage ~>20  GeV -200 TeV (three 
kinds of telescopes) 

Full sky (two sites) 

High sensitivity (>60 telescopes) 
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Dedicated observational strategy: sky surveys 
• Unbiased view of the sky 

• Bridging the differences with satellite dataDATA CHALLENGE 1 EXPOSURE

Galactic Plane 
Survey

Galactic Centre
Survey

Extragalactic
Survey

Simulated:
1980 h South
1815 h North
8132 pointings

AGN 
Monitoring

CTA

Galactic Plane survey 

Extragalactic survey 

Galactic center survey



CTA: WIMPs@ GC
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of CTA to a DM annihilation signal, at 95% C.L., based on our bench-
mark treatment of the expected instrumental systematic uncertainty. Following common
practice, this is presented in terms of projected mean upper limits on the average velocity-
weighted annihilation cross section, as a function of the DM mass m�. Solid lines show the
sensitivity based on our benchmark settings, while dashed lines show the reach assuming no
systematic uncertainty in the spatial templates. We also indicate the ‘thermal’ cross-section
that for the simplest DM models leads to a relic density within the 3� range of the DM abun-
dance observed by Planck [1, 171]. Left panel: Sensitivity to DM annihilation into W

+
W

�

final states (black), without electroweak corrections (see Section 3.1 for a discussion). The
green (yellow) band indicates the 2� (3�) scatter of the projected limits (based on Monte
Carlo realisations). Right panel: DM annihilation into b̄b (red), W+

W
� (black) and ⌧

+
⌧
�

(green), respectively.
.

that CTA is also expected to pick up astrophysical ‘signal’ components that most likely are
different in the two ROIs.

5 Projected dark matter sensitivity

In this section we present the main results of our analysis, namely the sensitivity of CTA to
a DM signal, focussing exclusively on the following benchmark settings:

• GC survey observation strategy, masking bright sources as indicated in Fig. 1.

• Asimov mock data set based on CR background and IE Gamma model templates.

• Template fitting analysis based on 0.1�⇥0.1� spatial bins and 55 energy bins between 30
GeV and 100 TeV (and a width corresponding to the energy resolution at the 2� level).
Our default treatment of systematic uncertainties implements a 1% overall normalisation
error and a spatial correlation length of 0.1� (but no energy correlations).

In the subsequent Section 6, we will discuss how our results are affected by modifying the
benchmark assumptions listed above.

5.1 Expected dark matter limits

The most often considered ‘pure’ annihilation channels for heavy DM candidates are those
resulting from b̄b, W+

W
� and ⌧

+
⌧� final states (in the order of increasingly harder spectra).

In Fig. 5 we show the expected limits for DM models where annihilation into these final

– 21 –

F O R E S E E N  C TA  O B S E R VAT I O N S  O F  T H E  
G A L A C T I C  C E N T E R

[Archaryya et al. 2020, submitted, 2007.16129] 9

• Galactic center survey: 
525 hours over first 10 
years 

• Extended survey: 
additional 300 hours 

DM sensitivity in a range of targets being explored 
The observation of the GC has the potential to close 
the WIMP TeV window

[Archaryya et al. JCAP (2020)]



CTA  
ALPs@ NGC1275

[Archaryya et al. JCAP 2021.]

NGC 1275 is the central galaxy of the Perseus cluster, at a 
distance of ∼ 75 Mpc.  

Perseus cluster harbors a strong magnetic field, ~25 μG.
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[Archaryya et al. JCAP 2021]

The ‘vanilla’ WIMP parameter space already largely constrained and the remaining TeV 
window will be probed by the CTA 

Fermi LAT and CTA data (will be) able to constrain chunks of the ALP DM parameter space

[Drlica-Wagner+, 2019]



DM limits: 
Antiprotons - one of the most sensitive probes of new physics 
— p spectra measured exquisitely well 
— anti-p produced as secondaries, with the proton spectra as the source term  
Simultaneous fit to p and He spectra (constrain propagation parameters) + DM component 

WW, w EWC

5

describe well solar modulation at rigidities R <
⇠ 5GV,

and more work is needed to interpret the low rigidity
data in a reliable way.

We have emphasized the importance of the antiproton
production cross-section for a reliable estimate of the an-
tiproton flux. Adopting the more recent cross-section
model from [41], rather than the Galprop default [40],
has little impact on the fit near mDM ⇡ 80GeV, but the
different energy dependence of the cross-section models
leads to a change in the DM limits for light and heavy
DM.

In FIG. 4 we summarize the result of our fit and show
both the evidence for a DM component in the CR an-
tiproton flux, as well as limits on the DM annihilation
cross-section. The systematic uncertainty on the exclu-
sion limit is shown as an uncertainty band obtained from
the envelope of the various fits presented in FIG. 3. In
our baseline scenario (solid line), we can exclude ther-
mal DM with h�vi ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10

�26 cm3s�1 annihilating
into bb̄ for DM masses below about 50GeV and in the
range between approximately 150 and 1500GeV. Even
considering our most conservative propagation scenario,
we achieve strong limits and can exclude thermal DM
below about 50 GeV and in the range between approxi-
mately 150 and 500 GeV. The results for other hadronic
annihilation channels, and for annihilation into ZZ and
W+W� final states are very similar; in the supplemen-
tary material we provide limits for DM annihilation in
into W+W� as a further explicit example.

In comparison with the results derived in [49] from
gamma-ray observations of nearby dwarf galaxies, we im-
prove the annihilation cross-section limits by a factor of
⇠ 4 for all DM masses except those around 80 GeV. We
also see from FIG. 4 that, similarly to the DM interpre-
tation of the Galactic center gamma-ray excess, the pre-
ferred region of a DM signal in the antiproton flux is in
tension with the dwarf galaxy constraints. However, this
tension can be relieved with a more conservative estimate
of the DM content of the dwarf galaxies [50]. Also, a
recent analysis using new discovered dwarfs galaxies [51]
actually provides weaker limits, also shown in FIG. 4, fur-
ther relieving the tension.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the very accurate recent measurement
of the CR antiproton flux by the AMS-02 experiment
allows to achieve unprecedented sensitivity to possible
DM signals, a factor ⇠ 4 stronger than the limits from
gamma-ray observations of dwarf galaxies.

Further, we find an intriguing indication for a DM
signal in the antiproton flux, compatible with the DM
interpretation of the Galactic center gamma-ray excess.
A deeper examination of such a potential signal would
require a more accurate determination of the antipro-

FIG. 4: Best fit regions (1, 2 and 3�) for a DM
component of the antiproton flux, and limits on the DM
annihilation cross-section into bb̄ final states. The grey
shaded uncertainty band is obtained from the envelope
of the various fits presented in FIG. 3. For comparison

we show limits on the annihilation cross-section
obtained from gamma-ray observations of dwarf
galaxies [49, 51], and the thermal value of the

annihilation cross-section, h�vi ⇡ 3⇥ 10
�26 cm3s�1.

ton production cross-section, to constrain the flux of sec-
ondary antiprotons, as well as an accurate modeling of
solar modulation at low rigidities of less than about 5GV.

Note added: After our submission we became aware of
a similar work by [52]. They perform an analysis using
methodologies analogous to the ones of this letter and
find results consistent with ours.
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GC excess region!

However, uncertainty in solar 
modulation, pp x-section, …

[Cuoco+, PRL 118(2016)]
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Taking into account the previous construction, we define the likelihood ratio as

LR(null) = �2 lnL(Lsec, h�vi ⌘ 0) + 2 lnL(L⇤
,m
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Boudaud+[1906.07119]
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1) Dark matter and antimatter cosmic rays

2) Measuring the height L of the magnetic halo

p̄ – Methodology and the definition of the likelihood

p̄ – Exploring the null hypothesis in search for DM

5) Bounds on DM and a word of caution
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Taking into account the previous construction, we define the likelihood ratio as

LR(null) = �2 lnL(Lsec, h�vi ⌘ 0) + 2 lnL(L⇤
,m

⇤
, h�vi⇤)

DM best fit for bb̄ channel, NFW and BIG

dof = 54 56

Beware of a naive interpretation

We are tempted to gauge the statistical significance of

the null hypothesis by interpreting LR as a ��
2 with

2 degrees of freedom, i.e. m� and h�vi, but this is wrong.

+
In data space, m� and h�vi do not span a 2D plane since

we get the same theoretical point for h�vi ⌘ 0 for all m�.

The DM mass m� is not defined under the null hypothesis.

The global significance is determined by generating mock p̄ data under the
null hypothesis (only secondaries) to build the ��

2 distribution and gauge the
actual p-value. Heisig+[2005.04237] find 1.8 � (local) yielding 0.5 � (global).

Boudaud+[1906.07119]
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p̄ – Methodology and the definition of the likelihood
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5) Bounds on DM and a word of caution

2

DM search with charged MRs

Note strong limits at high masses



Charged cosmic rays - the precision era

DM limits: Antiprotons 
New results that take systematics uncertainties (via covariance matrices) into account
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A word of caution

Errors should be now treated correctly with covariance matrices.

The p̄ bound has a comparable strength to aggressive �-ray bounds from dSph.

The p̄ flux probes deeply into the DM parameter space and sets strong bounds.

LMC radio observations
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in Aguilar+, PRL 117 (2016) 091103 & Aguilar+, Phys. Rept. 894 (2021) 1.
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Multi-Messenger Astronomy

• Cosmic Messengers:

4 Cosmic Rays
4 Gamma Rays
4 Neutrinos

! Gravitational Waves

‹ Neutrino astronomy:

4 closely related to cosmic
rays (CRs) and �-rays

4 weak interaction during
propagation

4 ideal probe for
10 TeV-10 EeV anisotropy
and tomography

• Challenges:

8 low statistics
8 large backgrounds
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Gamma horizon at PeV is only  
up to Galactic Center distance…

In the PeV range it is natural to expect a neutrino-first detection! (-> decaying DM!)

DM search with neutrinos



(a) PDF of DM decay (b) PDF of IceCube data

Figure 1. Illustrative sky map of: (a) DM PDF from eq. (2.4); (b) PDF of the IceCube data from
eq. (3.1). Both figures are in Galactic coordinates. The ⇥ and + in panel (b) correspond to track and
shower events, respectively. The color codes (linear scale) in both panels are scaled for illustration
purpose.

decaying DM distribution can only be performed within the IceCube collaboration. We show
in the following that a number of tests are possible with the currently available information,
under different simplifying approximations. Our preliminary conclusions are the following:
Either a likelihood method, see section 3.1, or a Kolmorogov-Smirnov test, see section 3.2
(including its Anderson-Darling variant in section 3.3), suggest that data prefer a DM-like
distribution with respect to an isotropic one at the confidence level ranging from 89% to 98%
C.L.; i.e., roughly at the “2�” level. In section 3.4 we discuss some of the possible limitations
of our treatments. We argue that, while an improved treatment of the angular resolution
or background-signal separation might degrade somewhat these figures, some preference for
a DM-like distribution (i.e. for some excess toward the inner Galaxy) persists. We also
perform a KS forecast analysis of the number of events needed to reject the DM distribution,
if the distribution were isotropic. This forecast does suggest that current diagnostic power
of a KS test is not better than 1 to 2 � level, and that a statistics of about 120 events is
needed to reach a ⇠ 99% C.L.. This appears within reach of the lifetime of the IceCube
detector, which suggests that more conclusive tests should be within reach even with the
current experiment. Definitely, a better diagnostic power can be attained by the planned
next generation of neutrino detectors.

3.1 Likelihood analysis

A first test consists in checking how well the event distribution follows a DM-like distribution
as opposed to an isotropic one, via a likelihood test. For each event we can define a probability
distribution function pi. We follow here the same “flat sky” approximation common in neutrino
telescopes for point source analyses [39], namely

pi(b, l) =
1

2⇡�2
i

exp


�
|~xi � ~x|

2

2�2
i

�
, (3.1)

where |~xi�~x| is the angular distance between two points and �i is the error in the reconstruc-
tion of direction reported by IceCube. In this paper we analyze 35 events collected during
three years at IceCube detector2 [3]. Out of this 35 events, 7 are track events (with small un-

2IceCube observed 37 events in the search region. But two of these events have characteristics so similar
to background events that they are excluded from the analysis.

– 5 –

Galactic Emission Models: Two Examples

Hard Galactic Diffuse Emission

4

FIG. 3: Comparison of Fermi/LAT and IceCube spectra of
sources in the direction of the inner Galaxy. Magenta data
points show the overall �-ray spectrum of a �30� < l < 30�,
�4� < b < 4� part of the Galactic Plane. Red data points
show the estimates of IceCube neutrino flux above 100 TeV.
Black thick solid line shows a broken power law model for
the �-ray spectrum with soft (thin,dotted) and hard (thin
dashed) components. Grey band shows the uncertainty of
the spectrum of the hard component.

FIG. 4: Same as in Fig. 3, but for the region �90� < l <
�30�.

neutrinos. To find the e�ective area corresponding to the
range of declinations of interest we use the declination de-
pendence of the count rate from an isotropic source [2]
and find that the e�ective area of the detector is almost
declination-independent in the Southern hemisphere for
the event selection chosen for the analysis. This e�ective
area is by a factor 1.3 higher than the 4�-averaged af-
fective area reported in [2]. This information is su�cient
for the estimate of the flux in the 100 TeV-3 PeV energy
band shown in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3 one could see that the IceCube flux es-
timate lies right at the power law extrapolation of the
�-ray spectrum of the Galactic Ridge to the 100 TeV
energy range. At the same time, the estimate of the neu-
trino flux is inconsistent with the extrapolations of the
spectra of individual sources contributing to the Galactic
Ridge. This suggests a model in which the hard compo-
nent of the �-ray flux from the entire Galactic Ridge and
the neutrino flux from the inner Galaxy direction are pro-
duced via one and the same mechanism: interactions of
cosmic rays with the interstellar medium.

The relation between the �-ray and neutrino signal
from cosmic ray interactions in the interstellar medium
should hold not only in the Galactic Ridge region, but
everywhere along the Galactic Plane. This means that
the extrapolation of the �-ray signal from the sub-TeV
toward higher energies should provide a good estimate
for the 100 TeV neutrino signal all along the Galactic
Plane [4]. To verify the self-consistency of the model in
which the observed E > 100 TeV neutrinos at low Galac-
tic latitudes are coming from the cosmic ray interactions,
we also extract the �-ray spectrum and estimate the neu-
trino flux from the region �90� < l < �30�, see Fig. 4.
This region is entirely contained in the Southern hemi-
sphere, so that our estimate of the IceCube exposure is
also applicable for this region. From Fig. 4 one could see
that the detection of one E > 100 TeV neutrino from the
direction toward this part of the Galactic Plane is con-
sistent with the expectations based on the extrapolation
of the �-ray spectrum.

Counting the numbers of photons with energies above
100 GeV coming from the inner and outer Galaxy, we find
that the �-ray flux from the outer part of the Galactic
Disk (90� < l < 270�) is approximately three times lower
than the flux from the inner Galactic Disk [3]. If both
�-rays and neutrinos coming from the direction of the
Galactic Plane are produced by cosmic ray interactions,
the ratio of neutrino flux from the outer Galactic Plane
to that from the inner Galactic plane is also expected to
be approximately 1 ÷ 3. This is what is observed in the
IceCube data (see Fig. 1). There are four neutrinos with
energies above 100 TeV from the inner Galactic Disk and
one from the outer Galactic Disk. This demonstrates the
self-consistency of the hypothesis that low Galactic lati-
tude astronomical neutrinos with energies above 100 TeV
detected by IceCube could be a part of di�use emission
from the Galaxy.

Modelling of di�use �-ray emission from the inner
Galaxy [3] suggests that a significant part of E >
100 GeV flux could be due to inverse Compton emission
from electrons. In this case, the flux of pion decay contri-
bution to the �-ray flux measured by Fermi is lower than
the total flux of the Galactic Ridge region shown in Fig.
3. The spectrum of the pion decay component is softer in
the E � 100 GeV band, so that the estimate of the neu-
trino flux in the E > 100 TeV band is inconsistent with
the high-energy extrapolation of the pion decay compo-
nent of the �-ray spectrum. Our analysis suggests that

[Neronov, Semikoz & Tchernin’14]

PeV Dark Matter Decay (e.g. DM! ⌫⌫̄/qq̄)

75 for decaying VHDMwe checked that our basic conclusions
76 are not altered for more cored profiles. Predictions for the
77 diffuse !-ray intensity and single source fluxes should be
78 very similar, since their normalization is fixed by the
79 diffuse neutrino intensity. The VHDM lifetime "dm !
80 "dm;27.510

27.5 s is a model parameter to be constrained,
81 and R# !R#"E## is the energy-dependent function con-
82 verting the bolometric flux to the differential flux at E#,
83 which depends on final states (e.g., Ref. [56]). Assuming
84 that all decay products are Standard Model particles, for
85 demonstration, we consider several models proposed by
86 Refs. [36,39,41]. Following Refs. [57,58], with electro-
87 weak corrections, the final state spectra obtained from
88 10 TeV to 100 TeV masses are extrapolated to PeV masses.
89 Our choice of VHDMmodels is such that they include both
90 hard and soft spectra, so our results can be viewed as
91 reasonably model independent [25,29].
92 In Figs. 1 and 2, we show examples of the viable VHDM
93 scenario for diffuse PeV neutrinos observed in IceCube.
94 Using the ES13 model [36], where the VHDMmassmdm !
95 3.2 PeV is used, we consider DM ! #e#̄e and DM ! qq̄
96 with 12% and 88% branching fractions, respectively.
97 Although a bit larger masses are favored to explain the
98 2 PeV event, one can easily choose parameters accounting
99 for the observed data. In the RKP14 model [41], the

100 Majorana mass term is introduced in the Lagrangian, which
101 may lead to metastable VHDMdecaying into a neutrino and
102 Higgs boson. Reference [39] suggested another interesting
103 scenario, where the lightest right-handed neutrinos consti-
104 tute dark matter with mdm ! O"1# PeV. We also consider

105this model for mdm ! 2.4 PeV, assuming branching frac-
106tionsDM ! l$W"!DM ! #Z!DM ! #h " 2!1!1, where
107the neutrino spectral shape turns out to be similar to that of
108Ref. [41] (see Fig. 3). As in the latter two models, spectra
109may be more prominently peaked at some energy, and
110VHDM does not have to explain all the data.
111!-ray limits.—Standard Model final states from decaying
112or annihilating VHDM lead to ! rays as well as neutrinos. If
113final states involve quarks, gluons, and Higgs bosons,
114neutrinos largely come from mesons formed via hadroni-
115zation, and ! rays are produced. A spectral bump is
116produced by two-body final states such as #h and/or weak
117bosons via leptonic decay into a neutrino and charged
118lepton. Electroweak bremsstrahlung is relevant even for
119possible decay into neutrino pairs. In extragalactic cases,
120the fact that the diffuse neutrino and !-ray intensities are
121comparable gives us generic limits [9,50,51]. In Galactic
122cases, ! rays below #0.3 PeV can reach the Earth without
123significant attenuation, air-shower arrays such as
124KASCADE [59] and CASA-MIA [60] as well as Fermi
125[61] provide us with interesting constraints [19,62].
126We numerically calculate the diffuse !-ray background,
127including both extragalactic and Galactic components.
128Thanks to the electron-positron pair creation, sufficiently
129high-energy ! rays are attenuated by the extragalactic
130background light and cosmic microwave background.
131Then, the pairs regenerate ! rays via the inverse-
132Compton and synchrotron emission. For an extragalactic
133component, we calculate electromagnetic cascades by
134solving Boltzmann equations. The resulting spectrum is
135known to be near-universal, following a Comptonized E$2

136power law in the 0.03–100 GeV range [53]. For a Galactic
137component, it is straightforward to calculate primary ! rays
138that directly come from VHDM. The !-ray attenuation is
139approximately included by assuming the typical distance of
140Rsc, which gives reasonable results [19]. Extragalactic
141cascaded ! rays (including attenuated and cascade

F1:1 FIG. 1 (color online). Diffuse all-flavor neutrino and !-ray
F1:2 intensities expected in the VHDM scenario. The ES13 model is
F1:3 assumed with "dm ! 3.0 ! 1027 s. The total (thick dashed line)
F1:4 and extragalactic (thin dashed line) contributions to the cumu-
F1:5 lative neutrino background are shown with the observed data. The
F1:6 expected !-ray background is also shown (thick solid) with the
F1:7 latest Fermi data. We also show contributions of extragalactic
F1:8 cascaded ! rays and direct ! rays from Galactic VHDM, which
F1:9 are not affected by uncertainty of Galactic magnetic fields.

F1:10 KASCADE and CASA-MIA !-ray limits are indicated.
F2:1FIG. 2 (color online). The same as Fig. 1, but for the RKP14
F2:2model with "dm ! 3.5 ! 1027 s.
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[e.g. Murase, Laha, Ando & MA’15]

• anisotropy limits on Galactic emission [MA & Bai, Barger & Yang’15]

• limits on Galactic contribution from PeV �-ray observation [Gupta’14; MA & Murase’14]
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2 PeV DM could provide a good fit!

In the PeV range it is natural to expect a neutrino-first detection! (-> decaying DM!)

Decaying DM signal (Gal+ExtraGal)

Murase+ JCAP 1210 (2012) 
Esmaili,+ JCAP(2012)            
Rott+, PRD92, (2015), … 

However, neutrino flux can be described well 
with a combination of DM and a diffuse 
astrophysical flux with a power- 
law energy spectrum, and DM alone is 
disfavoured [IceCube, 1804.03848] 

DM search with neutrinos



=> Limits!
Decaying DM limits limits over 6 decades in mass 
high mass targets most constraining (rather then 
very dense regions)
LAT - isotropic - whole sky emission 
HAWC: GC halo and Andromeda (huge and close by)
IceCube - whole sky events

9

FIG. 8. DM �DM 95% confidence level lower limits for our
benchmark DM halo model (MED, red) compared with recent
DM searches with HAWC and other gamma-ray experiments
when available for the bb̄ channel. Results from the tt̄, �+�!,
µ+µ!, and W+W! channels can be found in App A. The
limits obtained from the HAWC Galactic Halo search (specif-
ically the northern Fermi Bubble region) [61] are shown in
blue. The HAWC limits obtained from a joint analysis of 15
dwarf spheroidal galaxies [26] are shown in black. The VERI-
TAS limits obtained from 48 hours of observation on the dwarf
spheroidal galaxy Segue I [63] are shown in green. The limits
using Fermi LAT data of 19 dwarf spheroidal galaxies [64]
are shown in purple.. Limits from an analysis of the isotropic
extragalactic background using Fermi LAT data is shown in
orange [29]. Decay limits from an analysis of neutrinos by
IceCube are shown in cyan [65].

Los Alamos National Laboratory; Polish Science Cen-
tre grant DEC-2014/13/B/ST9/945; Coordinación de la
Investigación Cient́ıfica de la Universidad Michoacana.
Thanks to Luciano Dı́az and Eduardo Murrieta for tech-
nical support. Carsten Rott Advanced Workshop on Physics of Atmospheric Neutrinos -

PANE 2018 - 28 May - June 1, 2018

Dark Matter Decay with IceCube

• Two IceCube analyses have been 
performed on independent data samples

• Track-like with six years of data

• Cascade-like with two years of data
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Bound on DM lifetime at ~1027s 
obtained with IceCube data for 

mDM>10TeV

J. Stettner & H. Dujmovic [IceCube] PoS(ICRC2017) 923
IceCube Collaboration arXiv:1804.03848v1

• Dark matter alone cannot explain the observed astrophysical neutrino flux in 
IceCube

• Scenarios with a PeV neutrino line became less attractive with IceCube’s 
observation of neutrino events well above this energy

see also HAWC arXiv:1710.10288 

LAT HAWC

IceCube

Figure 11. Demonstration of the statistical errors compared to the limits for bb̄ and ⌧
+
⌧
� DM

annihilation and decay channels considered in this analysis. Limits for an Einasto (orange) profile are
shown as in Figures 7-10. Segue 1 dwarf galaxy limits from MAGIC [66], GC limits from HESS [68],
HAWC limits from dwarf galaxies, and the model for IceCube neutrinos from decaying DM [7] are
also shown as in Figures 7-10. The black line is the expected value for the Einasto profile without
any statistical fluctuations in the data. The green and yellow regions show the limits expected from
68 percent and 95 percent fluctuations from the black line. Note that the values observed in data are
underfluctuations lying between the 68 and 95-percent regions.

Limits based on IceCube observations of the Galactic halo also can constrain PeV-level
DM masses. In particular, Ref. [67] showed that neutrino limits are competitive with gamma-
ray limits on DM for DM masses above 100 TeV. In Figures 9-10, these are shown as the
brown lines. Below 100 TeV, the IceCube sensitivity falls quickly, so our limits are much
better. However, our limits are similar to the IceCube limits from 1-10 PeV in DM mass
for the hadronic and bosonic DM channels. For leptonic and neutrino dark matter channels,
many neutrinos are produced, so the IceCube limits are stronger than those in our analysis.

A study of Fermi-LAT data that includes Inverse Compton emission from charged parti-
cles emitted by the DM decays has also shown strong DM decay limits in this mass range [7].
Most of the limits in this paper are 1-2 orders of magnitude worse than the Fermi-LAT limit,
but our analysis only includes the prompt gamma-ray emission from the decays. Our analy-
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Multi messenger tests!

HAWC: GC halo limits 
[Abeysekara+, 1710.10288]

HAWC: M31 limits [Albert+, 1804.00628]

[IceCube, 1804.03848] 

DM search with neutrinos



Future? New experiments

gravitational int - cosmo probes

Gamma rays
Direct 
detection

Radio

More data are coming! (CTA, Vera  Rubin, SKA…) 

Sheer amounts of (upcoming)  data plus the complexity of physics and multiwave/messenger 
connections are making it increasingly challenging to analyse the data in a comprehensive way via 
traditional techniques



Starting slowly in this field 

An example, automatic source detection and classification from raw LAT images 
(AutoSourceID): 

— faster, more robust to background model 

— extension to multi-wavelength ~natural 

TeVPA2021

Results for High Latitude: ܾ  ʹͲל

Low background emission.  Higher accuracy in localization.

Better classification.                                      

Results for Low Latitude: ܾ ൏ ʹͲל

Regions closer to galactic plane.  Background 
emission dominates.

Algorithm performance deteriorates. 
[arXiv: 2103.11068]

(www.autosourceid.org, A&A, 2103.11068)

[credit:  Saptashwa Bhattacharyya, TeVPA 2021] 

Future - Machine learning?

http://www.autosourceid.org


Exciting multi-disciplinary field & lots of data to play with ! 

Significant progress on probing WIMP models and more to come soon 

The search is widening - It always seems impossible until it's done :)  

Outlook



Curious to find out more?
http://www.idmeu.org — a go-to place for all things dark matter 

A hub for News/Events/Experiments/Models/Tools….

http://www.idmeu.org

